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I N T R O D U C T I O N .
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Earlier work on germination lias always taken an 
extended view of the process of germination, The 
process was regarded as commencing when tine mature 
dry seed is subjected to suitable conditions and 
■ending when the young seedling appeared. In most 
of the earlier work the appearance of the seedling, 
was taken in the soil and this of course also included 
establishment of the plantlet.
It is clear that the greater part of the process 
discussed in these researches includes growth purely 
and not germination in a stricter sense. Work in 
this laboratory has tended to narrow the definition 
and regard germination as taking place in three 
overlapping stages with a comparatively smooth 
progression from the dry seed to the activated embryo. 
In the order of their appearance the three stages 
may be 3aid to be (Nelson and Mac sween 1933)! "
a) Hydration of the colloids of the testa of the 
seed;
b) Water intake by an os .otic mechanism through the 
hydrated testa which acts as a semipermeable 
membrane;
c) "Vital" reactions involving energy release, and 
movement and reorganisation of plastic materials 
- more crudely respiration and growth.
It is to be noted that this theory reduces the 
Importance of the micropyle to the vanishing point 
which is contrary to the generally accepted view 
given in most text books. It is clear that no stage 
of the germination process of a matured dry sec?d can 
eventuate unless preceeded by the intake of water.
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Thus water intake must be regarded as the first step 
in the process. The end limit must be early in the 
third stage. The definition of this end point 
however, is not important in this thesis, since the 
whole of the work to be reported deals with the 
earlier stages - water intake. While Nelson and 
Macsween provided a theory to work upon and a 
somewhat new conception of the problem, they left a 
wide field defined but not explored and it fell to 
the present writer to establish methods of technique 
and accumulate data bearing on the problem. Thus 
much of the work here reported is exploratory, and 
has followed along a number of somewhat diverse 
avenues.
No matter what line of action was taken during the 
work the whole bears directly on the problem of what 
is the mechanism involved in the Intake of water by 
seeds, and how do various material factors affect it. 
Material:- As soon as the complexity of the
problem was realised a search was made for the 
simplest suitable material available. The choice 
fell on the seed of the Broad Bean (Vicia Faba. L .) 
This seed satisfied certain primary requirements.
It was available in quantity commercially, and in 
the variety “Cropper" a supply of material 
genetically pure for at least major commercial 
characteristics was available. Further the 
individual seed is big enough to be handled as a 
unit in experimental work, and the structure is
■Fig. I
End view of the seed of Vida Faba. L. 
M = Micropyle 
H - Hilum 
HS = Hilar Slit
Fig. II
Side view ofthe seed of Vlcia Faba. L. 
M = Micropyle 
H = Hilum 
S = Strophlle
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comparatively simple in that no unorganised substances 
such as mucillages occur in the tissues. The 'whole 
of the results here reported were obtained from 
experiments with seeds of Broad Bean var. "Cropper" 
which were purchased from the original raisers 
Messrs. .'David Bell Ltd., Leith. To ensure a more 
perfect understanding of the experiments which are 
to follow, a brief resume of the morphology and 
anatomy of the seed of Vicia Faba. h . may be offered 
as an introduction to the main thesis.
Figs. I and II illustrate the external appearance 
of a typical Broad bean seed, the features of 
importance being the Hilurn (H) with the Hilar Slit 
(H.3 .) running along the, centre of the long axis of 
the Hilurn. At one end of the latter is the
icrogyle (M)> and at some little distance from the 
other end of the Hilum on the periphery of the seed 
i;; situated the Strophidle (S).
On removing the "seed coat it is to be noticed 
that the latter is thickest in the hilar region and 
that the radicle of the embryo is inserted in a 
small sleeve like pocket of the testa. The embryo 
itself consists of two large fleshy cotyledons with 
the plumule pressed between their two morphological 
upper surfaces and the radicle pointing obliquely 
out from the cotjleaonary nods into the pocket of 
the testa.
The anatomy of the seed, of Vicia Faba L . has been
worked out by a number of investigators. The first 
worker on this species was Bischoff (1333) 
briefly describes the structure of the testa. 
Prlngsheim (184-31 published a paper describing in 
•reat detail the results of histological investigat- 
ions on the seed coat of Vicia Faba, and gives some 
excellent illustrations of the component cells of 
each layer of the testa. These early workers were 
Iater followed by Sempolowski (1874}, Nobbe 
Beck (1878), Harz (1885)> Mat tiro l-lo and Buscalioni 
(1892), and Pammel (1899). The majority of these 
investigators did not deal specifically with the 
seed of Vicia Faba, but included it in a 
comprehensive survey of seed structure. The 
accounts of seed structure given by them, though
they differ in detail, are essentially similar.
The structure of the seed coat over the greater 
part of the seed is shown in Fig. III. Broadly 
speaking the testa consists of three main layers. 
Starting from the exterior tnese cell layers are:-
1. The Palisade layer.
2 . The Hour-glass layer, 
and 3« -he Nutrient layer.
The cells of the Palisade la^ sr have been 
variously called Asalpbghian, epidermal, prism, 
■tiacrosclerid and palisade cells. Pammel (1399) 
considered that the name palisade should not be 
applied, since it is usually used to refer to the 
elongated thin walled parenchyma cells of the leaf
Fig. Ill 
T . S . of the Testa of Vicia 
Faba. L.
FIg. IV
T.S. of the Testa of 
Vicia Faba. L. through 
the Strophiole.
V.B. = Vascular Bundle.
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which perform an entirely different function.
Pammel therefore favours the name "Malpighian". 
Throughout the literature, however, the name chiefly 
given to these cells is "palisade" which was first 
used by Sempolowski (1874), and his terminology will 
be adopted here. These Palisade cells are longer 
than they are broad, with blunted ends, and a cell 
cavity which is broad at the base tapering to a point 
at the apex of the cell. The palisade layer of 
cells is covered by a cuticle, which in section 
appears as a delicate line of equal thickness. At 
the end of the Palisade cells towards the exterior 
there is a highly refractive line extending across 
the narrow diameter which is called the "light-line 
This is undoubtedly the most interesting feature of 
the Palisade cell. The light-line appears to be 
a constant character of seed Palisade cells not only 
in the Leguminosae but also in many other unrelated 
families. This has given ri ;;e to an extensive 
literature on the subject which can only be briefly 
referred to here. Its constant appearance in a 
number of different families renders its significance 
undoubted, but though many theories have been 
developed as to its chemical nature, physical 
rdperties and functions, nothing definite is yet 
own regarding it. Sempolowski (1874) considered 
that t.ere is a chemical modification and a 
difference in molecular structure in the cell wall 
at this point. His belief was based on the
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observation that with iodine and sulphuric acid the 
cell wail colours blue, but the light-line becomes 
yellow. Harz (1885) believed with others that the 
cell wall at the light-line contained less water and 
that its appearance is due to physical changes taking 
place in the laying down of the cell-wall substances. 
A third theory (Overhage 1887) which has been put 
forward is that the light-line is lignified, but so 
far as the present writer is aware no worker using 
seeds of leguminous plants has supported this 
hypothe sis.
The cell walls of the Palisade cells consist of 
cellulose, and according to Pammel (1899) the cells 
contain tannin.
As in the case of the Palisade cells, the hour­
glass cells have received a variety of different 
names. The shape of the cells suggested the name 
"Sandijurze 1 ten" to Harz, "Saulenzellen" to 
Sempolowski, and "Collonne" to Mattirollo and 
Buscalioni. A number of writers have referred to 
them as"Tragerzellen" meaning ¡'support cells!', 
while Pammel calls them "Gsteosclerids." The 
name 'hour-glass" cells is the one most frequently 
used, and this name will therefore be employed here. 
The hour-glass layer consists of a single layer of 
thick walled cells which are narrow in the centre 
and broaden out at basd and apex. There are large 
prismatic intercellular spaces between the cells.
The cell walls which are cellulosic are prominently
marked with longitudinal canals. The cell of this 
layer according to Pammel contain an abundance of 
tannin.
The name "Nutrient layer" has been given to the 
layer inside the hour-glass layer to indicate its 
function in the immature seed, where the cells of 
the nutrient layer contain water and food materials. 
In the mature seed the cells are collapsed and the 
cell cavities are represented by mere lines. On 
soaking, however, the cells of the nutrient layer 
regain their normal shape and the layer as a whole 
expands considerably. The cells are large and 
thin walled, though there is a tendency for them to 
become smaller and thicker walled towards the inner 
limit of the layer. Bischoff, Sempolowski, and 
Beck each made statements to the effect that the 
innermost part of the testa is endosperm. Harz 
and Pamirsi . considered the endosperm is absent or 
only very sparingly developed.
Such is the general structure of the testa over 
the greater part of the seed. It modifies 
considerably atcertain places. Pig. IV is a 
photograph of a section through the strophiole of 
the seed coat. On the right of the strophiole the 
structure is not unlike that seen in Pig. Ill, but 
to the left of the photograph the palisade cells are 
twice their normal length, the hour-glass cells are 
much reduced in size and the nutrient layer has 
changed out of all recognition. The anatomy of this
- 10-
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particular portion of the testa seems to have been 
neglected to a certain extent for the writer can 
find only casual references to it in the literature. 
The nutrient layer in this region appears to consist 
of at least three layers. The cells of the outer­
most layer abutting on to the hour-glass layer are 
very small and densely brown in colour which roay be 
accounted for by the presence of large quantities of 
tannin. The innermost layer is structurally ill- 
defined and may represent the remnants of the 
endosperm. Between these two layers is a layer 
composed of large, clear, thin walled cells through 
which runs a vascular tract, This vascular bundle 
starts from the non-micropylar end of the hilum and 
trsivels all the way around the periphery of the seed 
in the nutrient layer of the testa until it reaches 
the base of the embryo where it bifurcates and the 
two branches petije, out one on either side of the 
embryo. The vascular bundle runs immediately under 
the elongated palisade cells of the strophiole since 
the latter is situated on the periphery of the seed. 
Though it cannot easily be seen in the photograph, 
the vascular bundle which is cut in cross section is 
indicated at V.B.
Pig. V. shows a section cut across the hilum of 
the seed coat. Examination of the photograph shows 
that a double row of palisade cells Ĵure} present in 
this region. In each row a light line occurs. The 
outer row is covered by a thick black coating of 
material the nature of which is unknown. \They\
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shorten toward the edges of the black scar while the
inner row shorten towards the " tracheicl island".
This is a characteristic bundle of tracheids which
vary in length and are strongly lfgnified. The
island is oval in outline and connects at the upper
end with the Hilar slit ("Nabelspalte" of the German
literature). It will be noticed that the hour-glass
thelayer of cells which is found as part of testa 
everywhere else (in the testa') is absent from the 
Hilar region. In its place however there is a thick 
band of star-shaped parenchyma with very large 
intercellular spaces. This tissue surrounds the 
"tracheid island" and abuts directly on to the 
second palisade layer. The star-shaped cells 
contain a large quantity of tannin materials. The 
large thin walled parenchyma cells seen in Fig, V 
under the star-shaped parenchymaare the continuation 
of the nutrient layer.
A median longitudinal section through the hilum 
at the non-micropylar end will show the beginning of 
the vascular tract which runs around the periphery 
of the seed. A photograph of such a section is 
shown in Fig. VI. A portion of the "tracheid island" 
in longitudinal section is shown to the left of the 
photograph. The striations characteristic of 
vascular elements are clearly seen in this portion of 
the island. Immediately beneath the latter the 
curious shape of the star-shaped parenchyma is easily 
distinguished. Note should also be taken of the
Fig. V.
T.S. across the Hilura of the Testa 
of Vicia Fa~ba. L.
Fig. VI.
Section in the Hilar plane of the 
non-micropylar end of the Hilum of 
the Testa of Vicia Faba. L.
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continuation of the nutrient layer and also of the 
fact that the limit of the "tracheid island" is also 
the limit of the star-shaped parenchyma tissue. To 
the right of the photograph is seen the reappearance 
of the hour-glass layer of cells, and with their 
reappearance the seed coat in this portion of the 
photograph shows the structure which exists over 
the greater part of the testa, except that here the 
vascular bundle is shown running through the nutrient 
layer. The present writer has been unable to 
identify sieve tubes and companion cells in the 
vascular tract, though many other workers maintain 
that they are present. The xylem consists of 
spirally thickened tracbsids. The bundle is 
surrounded by a parenchyma sheath.
At the other end of the hilum the structure is 
slightly different. The appearance of the testa in 
this region is shown in fig. VII, which is a 
photograph of a section of the testa at the micro- 
pylar end of the hilum cut in the hilar plane. The 
figure does not show the "tracheid island" which 
lies to the left, but it does show the normal testa 
structure starting aVihexright, and also the apex of 
the cavity in which the radicle lies. from this 
cavity there are indications that a canal runs 
towards tjie break in the palisade layer which is 
shown in the photograph. The cells surrounding 
this canal are very small and deep brown in colour.
Fig. VII.
Section in the Hilar plane 
through the Micropyle of the 
Testa of Vlcia Paba. L.
Fig. VIII.
Beck's drawing of a section of the outer 
surface of the cotyledon of Vicia Faba.L.
There appears to have been some doubt in the past as 
| to whether there was a pore leading fror tjje exterior 
to the interior of the seed. Sempolowski (187 4 ) 
orking with a number of different seeds states that 
"Die Micropyle Bildet niemals im reifen Samen ein 
loch, sondern eine Vertiefung an Jener Stelle, wo 
die Spitze der Radicula liegt; und selbst bei 
genauer, mikroskopischer Betrachtung gelingt es nicht 
e Andeutung des ehemaligen Micropyle - kanals zu 
t ." Beck (1 .87 ') wor ing with various species
of Vicia and Ervum supports Sempolowski, while
(I93O) Si ' Irawings of the structure in
L j us J  ] - - -  that ..... 3 oe ot jxi t
although he does illustrate the break in the
pal isad lay er. 3a 1 (1 899) on the other han 1
figu i ,:1' i te passag' ' the xt 'io to th
interior. Harz (1 S85) 3 tl ;  "or
leguminou tly a wo k : thi
lal oratory has own t it ther is^Mi 0 oylor canal
in Medic ago specie T1 res nt writer ' - •; r
examination of a number of sections of this region is 
convinced that the micropyle which is visible from 
I the exterior as a break the surfac of tl s joat 
into a 3 al3 _i.. ia3 rh'i ,:utns i to t mcl 
of the seed coat whicl houses t] . radicle of the 
; etnbryo «
The published accounts of th? structure of the
testa agree i ; that above gi ren.
Di ff 1 cist av be indicated
but thes iiffe a of ino import
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Flg. IX.
Beck's drawing of a section of the inner 
surface of the cotyledon of Viola Faba.L.
Fig. X.
Beck's drawing of a longitudinal section 
through a vascular tract of the cotyledon 
of Vicla Faba. L.
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one exception of that in respect of the micropylar
canal. The literature on seed coat structure is,
rich in discussions over small details in anatomy 
and histology, which however need not concern us 
since only a broad understanding is aimed at he re.
Beck (1878) ^ives an excellent account of the 
structure of the cotyledons. His drawings have been 
photographically reproduced in Figs. VIII, IX and X. 
The first of these indicates the structure of the 
outer surface of the cotyledons. It shows clearly 
the very thick walled small celled epidermis. The 
underlying layer of cells are elongated and extend 
tically 'into the cotyledon. These proseachyma 
cells are followed by thin walled parenchyma cells 
with intercellular spaces at their angles. Fig.
IX shows the internal face of the cotyledon in 
section. The structure here differs from that of 
the outer face in that the exterior walls of the 
¡epidermis are not so thick, and in this case, there 
cue no elongated cells. Fig. X is a longitudinal 
section through a vascular tract of the cotyledon.
It shows clearly the well developed procambial 
elements with well formed spiral vessels, surrounded 
by a bundle sheath. These elements arise as 
branches from a central bundle which joins on to that 
in the hypocotyl of the embryo. At the left of 
Fig. X Beck shows a surface view of a parenchyma 
cell with porous thickenings. The present writer ha 
been unable to identify these thickenings.
The cells of the cotyledons contain an abundance 




Physiological and Biochemical aspects of the testa 
and cotyledons of the seed of Vicia Faba L «
I. Introduction.
II. Methods and Experimental results.
a. Biochemistry of the testa.
To. Biochemistry of the cotyledons,




In the course of the general introduction to this 
thesis it was pointed out that the investigations her 
reported are based on a hypothesis of water intake 
by the seed which was formulated as a result of work 
carried out in this laboratory by Nelson and Macsween 
(1933)’ These workers considered that seed 
imbibition is effected in two steps the first of 
which is the hydration of the testa colloids, 
followed by osmotic intake of water through the 
hydrated testa- The second step presupposes two 
conditions. (a) that the membrane is a semi­
permeable one, and (bj that osmotic substances do 
exist behind the membrane of the testa. Innumerable 
papers have been published giving results which 
show that the testa of seeds is a semipermeable 
membrane. Results which would indicate that tha 
same is true of the seeds of Vicia Faba are given 
later on in this chapter. There is however not the 
same body of evidence in favour of osmotic substances 
in the seed. Indeed the only two substances which 
have been reported as existing in the seed and which 
could act osmo tically are Tannins and a reducing 
gar. The latter according to Nelson and Maesween 
(1933) is the osrnotically active substance which 
draws water through the hydrated testa.
The experiments described in this chapter though 
they are all concerned with the second step in the
hypothesis of Nelson and Kacsween, are so different 
from one another in method that it has been decided 
to adopt in this chapter an order slightly different 
from that used for the other chapters.' Immediately
receeding the presentation of the results of an 
experiment the methods used in the experiment will 
be described, thus aispensingwi&hthe material and 
method section of the chapter.
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Method s an d Exp grim, en tal Results.
a) Biochemistry of the testa.
In the course of their investigations Nelson and 
Macsween (1933) obtained a Fehling reduction test 
with an extract of the testa of Vic la ff aba. Their 
finding was confirmed by the following experiment,
The seed coats of ten seeds of Vic la Fata a were 
put to soak in about 100 c.c. of distilled water in 
a tightly corked conical flask. After soaking 
overnight a sample of the clear brown liquid was 
decanted and tested with Fehling’s solution. A 
very dense red precipitate was formed indicating that 
a large amount of some substance capable of reducing 
alkaline solutions of cupric salts is present in 
the extract.
Nelson and Mac3ween mads a further statement to 
the effect that the reducing substance was present 
in the nutrient layer of the testa. If this is the 
case it was thought probable that the substance was 
present in a crystalline or amorphous condition in 
the dry seed. The testa of an unsoaked seed was 
stripped off and with a sharp clean scalpel the 
nutrient layer of the coat was scraped on to a 
glass slide and a microscopic examination ma|e of the 
scrapings. After adding a drop of water the 
scrapings were again examined. In the dry condition 
there appeared to be no crystals or starch grains 
and the scraping seemed to consist of nothing more
than portions ot broken cell walls. With wrater no
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portion of the scraping dissolved. The technique 
is admittedly crude, but it is sufficiently conclusive 
to be able to say that the reducing substance, if it 
does exist in the nutrient layer, is not in the 
form of crystals though it may possibly exist in an 
amorphous state that is so fine as not to be 
noticeable when it is dissolving. Further there 
is no evidence of starch grains. This point is 
confirmed by the absence of any gelatinizing grains
as the temperature of the water in  ich the scraping
was suspended, was gradually raised to 90°C on a 
hot tage; the iodine test was also negative.
It was pointed out in the introduction that it 
has long been known that Tannins are present in the 
nutrient and palisade lasers of the testa. The 
nature of these tannins however, is " 
presence of tannin substances in the testa was 
confirmed by testing a water extract of the testa 
with solutions of Ferric salts, Ferric acetate, 
chloride and sulphate all gave blu.e-black precipitat- 
es. While confirming the existence of tannins in 
the testa the formation of a blue-black precipitate 
with Ferric salts indicates that the Tannins present I 
are of the pyrogallol „roup. The tannins of this 
group give an orange precipitate with a solution of 
gelatine, no precipitate with Bromine water, and 
show no action with concentrated Sulphuric. Acid.
A water extract of the testa answers to all these
tests and show that the tannins present in the testa 
are pyrogallic and not catechollic in nature.
Tannins, among many other substances are readily 
oxidised and are capable of reducing alkaline 
solutions of cupric salts. In this they have a 
common property with a number of the monosaccharides, 
and the question naturally arises, is it a reducing 
monosaccharide or the Tannin which is responsible for 
the positive Fehling test obtained with a water 
extract of the testa?
To answer the question use has been made of the 
property of monosaccharides to form osazones with 
phenylhydrazine acetate. A test was carried out 
according to the method described by Plimmer (1918). 
The test was carried out for three series each con­
sisting of five test tubes. The contents of the test 
tubes of each series were as follows:-
(1) Testa extract and distilled water.
(2) Testa extract and 2% Giucpse solution.
(3) Distilled water and 2.% Glucose solution.
At the end of the test, series (2 ) and (3) showed
■
large numbers of glucoaazone crystals, while the test 
tubes of series (l) contained no osazone crystals of 
any kind. It is clear therefore that the reducing
¡substance present in an aqueous extract of the testa
is not a monosaocharide.
Nor yet can it be a disaccharide or trisaccharide 
possessing an aldehydic (-C.OH) group. The reducing
- 22-
power of the testa extract appears to be due there­
fore to the presence of pyrogallol tannins*
It is not impossible however that some other 
disaccharide than one possessing properties of 
aldoses is present in the nutrient layer, and that 
this sugar together with the tanr.ins acts osmo tically 
to draw water through the hydrated testa. This 
however is not the case since elimination of the 
tannins of a testa extract, with lead acetate follow-
a
ed by hydrolysis with dilute Sulphuric acid and
neutralisation with sodium carbonate, gives a
solution containing no monosaccharide. In this
test the excess lead salt is removed as a preci;
of lead sulphate when the Sulphuric acid is added.
\ control test containing both tannin extract and
sucrose was positive with Fehling’s teat.
Prom the experiments above described the
conclusion arrived at is that no sugar of any kind
«
exists in the testa of the seed of Vicia Paha, and 
that the reducing power Of the testa extract is due 
to the presence of pyrogallol tannins.
\ J Biochemistry of the Cotyledons.
The presence of sugars in the cotyledons might 
be responsible for an osmotic intake of water through 
the hydrated testa, though it could not account for 
certain osmotic phenomena exl ibited \  t t 3ta 
Which will be indicated later. In order to ascertain 
•••'.ether sugars do exist in the cotyledons the 
following experimei.t was carried out.
-23“
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Cotyledon meal obtained by putting the cotyledons 
of a number of seeds through a small hand grinding 
mill was ^dded to 400 c.c. of distilled -water. After 
boiling one 200 c.c. portion and cooling, the boiled 
a ' boiled portions were each divided into four 
50 c.c. quantities. To some of the latter portions 
in conical flasks, was added a pinch of invertase or 
a pincl of iiastase according to the following
arrangernent : -
(i) 50 r* r*o -I « unboiled
(ii) 50 -• » '■*> * unboiled Invertase
(ill) 5 o o * o * boiled•
(iv) 5o c.c. boiled Invertase.
V) 50 c.c. unboiled a
(Vi) 5o c.c. unbo iled Diastase
( vi i ) 50 c.c. bo iled.
(vii i ) 5o c.c. boiled Dias tase.
After incubation for 24 hours at 20°C the
contents of each flask were filtered and the filtrate
of each tested for reducing sugars with Fehling’s
solution (ii) and (iv) gave slight precipitates
while (vi) and (viii) gave very dense precipitates.
These results show clearly that sucrose, or some
trisaccharide capable of being attacked by invertase,
is present in the cotyledons. Further it is
concluded that no monosaccharide or reducing dis- 
isaccharide present while starch is present in 
abundance. It should be noticed too that the 
absence of a reducing substance in (1) and (v) 
indicates that no emzymes capable of attacking 
Sucrose or Starch are present in the dry cotyledons,
c) The testa as a membrane
It was pointed out in the introduction to the
FiR. XI.
Osmometer after Nelson and Macsween (1633). 
T - Testa of Seed.
present chapter that a necessary condition of an 
osmotic intake of water through the hydrated testa is 
semipermeability of the testa as a membrane. The 
following experiment shows that the testa is in fact 
semipermeable.
A circular disc ox the testa was cut and placed
in the osmometer described by Nelson and Macsween
' (1933)* Fig. XI illustrates the main features of 
this piece of apparatus. After filling the osmometer 
with a 5% solution of sulphuric acid the lower end of 
the brass cylinder was lowered in water so that on 
the outer surface, the testa is bathed with water and 
on the inner surface with Sulphuric acid.. The level 
of the liquid in the capillary tube, which is 
provided with a scale and which is attached to the 
top end of the brass cylinder by means of a piece of 
rubber tubing, rises gradually to a maximum and 
thereafter falls. Fig. XII is a graph on which the 
height of the column of liquid has been plotted against: 
time, and shows clearly the rise and fall indicated 
above.
Exactly the same thing occurs when water instead 
of Sulphuric acid is placed inside the osmometer.
The changes in the level of the liquid in this case 
are graphically represented in Fig. XIII. It will 
j be seen that this graph is essentially similar to 
that of Fig. XII, except that when water was present
in the osmometer the maximum reached was not as great
as when Sulphuric acid was used.
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Fift. XII.
Osmometer readings with 5% Sulphuric Acid 
inside the osmometer.
T i n t  i n  H o  oft
Fig. XIII.
Osmometer readings with water inside the
osmometer.
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The combined results of these two simple
experiments, which have been repeated a number of
times always with the same results, enables us to
draw some far reaching conclusions. In the first
place the rise to a maximum followed by the fall of
the liquid in the capillary tube indicates that
either the semipermeability of the testa suddenly
breaks after a considerable lapse of time during
which hydration of the testa colloids has presumably
ibeen constantly increasing, or that the testa is at
no time a perfectly semipermeable membrane. The
writer is inclined to adopt the first view, since the
osmotic substances inside the osmometer could only
be observed in the external solution after the fall
in the level of the liquid in the capillary tube had
¡commenced. This observation has been made with a
number of different solutions inside the osmometer.
The solutions tested for this purpose included 1%
Sucrose, 1% Dextrose, 1% Sulphuric acid, 1% Citric
acid and 1f0 Oxalic acid. In the case of 5%
Sulphuric acid however, the water bathing the external
surface of the testa disc contained traces of
Sulphuric acid some considerable time before the
i maximum level of the liquid in the capillary tube 1
,
been reached. The rise in the level of the liquid 
in the capillary tube when water is on either side of 
the membrane is shown later to be due in some measure 
to the presence of tannin in the testa. When the
-27-
column of liquid begins to fall, the tannin begins to 
diffuse into the external solution. The very small 
quantity of tannin present in the external solution 
at this stage was detected by Gold Chloride which 
gives a brilliant purple colouration in the presence 
of tannin. The probability is that the sudden break 
in the pemipermeabili ty of the seed coat is due to 
the enlargement of the intermicellar spaces consequent 
on hydration of the colloids of the testa. The 
apparent exception of the '$%. Sulphuric acid, experiment, 
is explained on this basis by saying that at the 
time the intermicellar spaces had become large enough 
to permit Sulphuric acid to pass through to the water 
bathing the external surface of the membrane, the 
osmotic pressure of the solution inside the osmometer 
was greater than the hydrostatic pressure of the 
column of liquid in the capillary tube and that 
water diffused into the osmometer until a point was 
reached when the sum of the hydrostatic pressure of 
the column of liquid and the osmotic pressure of the 
external solution was equal to the osmotic pressure of 
the solution inside the osmometer. This point 
would be the maximum level reached by the liquid in 
the capillary tube.
It was at first thought possible that the intake 
of water through the hydrated testa is not the result 
of osmotic activity but the result of the exertion of 
energy, pumping water into the seed. The exertion of 
energy in this way is only possible with a living
membrane, and the fact that a 'ofo solution of 
Sulphuric acid does not prevent the intake of water 
shows that the membrane is dead. The assumption 
that water intake through the testa is a result of 
osmotic activity is therefore justified.
When water is placed inside the osmometer a 
rise in the level of the liquid in the capillary 
tube takes place. This indicates conclusively 
that, some substance capable of exerting an osmotic 
pressure is present in the testa behind the 
semipermeable layer of the testa. The results of 
: the biochemical tests on the seed testa showed that 
! there was no indication of the presence of any 
sugars in the testa but that there existed an 
abundance of pyrogallol tannin. This tannin in 
solution could undoubtedly act asmotically, but no 
evidence has yet been presented to show whether it 
alone is responsible for the osmotic intake of 
water. An experiment was therefore carried out 
in which the tannins were removed from the field of 
activity b^ precipitation with a .2y fo solution of 
gelatine placed inside the osmometer. The 
imbibitional effect of the gelatine was neutralized 
by dipping the osmometer i-nto a quantity of the 
same gelatine solution which was protected against 
concentration through evaporation of moisture by a 
thin film of paraffin oil. Fig. XIV shows the 
changes in level of the liquid in the capillary tube
for each of two experiments. Examination of these
- 28-
Fig. XIV.
Osmometer readings with .25$ 
gelatine inside the osmometer.
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two graphs shows that in spite of the precipitation 
of the tannins, water has "been drawn in through the 
testa indicating that there is some osmotically 
active substance other than tannin present in the 
testa. Nierenstein (1927) gives us a clue as to 
the possible nature of this substance. In a 
comprehensive discussion of tannins and their 
reactions, he emphasizes that while gelatine 
precipitates all the true tannins it only carries 
down a small proportion of gallic acid. The latter 
is a component of most gallotannins, and is often 
associated with vegetable tannins. It is quite 
possible therefore that a minute quantity of gallic 
acid which has not been precipitated by the gelatine 
remains active in the osmometer and. causes the intake 
of water. Experimental evidences on this point is 
still lacking owing to the difficulty of evolving a 
technique which must involve the precipitation of 
'•oth the tannins and gallic acid without introducing 
erro rs.
I
A final point of interest is made clear by 
comparing Pigs. XIII and XIV. Examination of these 
two figures shows that even the greatest rise in 
level in the gelatine experiments is not as great as 
the smallest rise in level when water is on either 
side of the testa. In this connection it should 
be pointed out that a number of experiments were 
carried out with water on either side of the membrane 
and that the results of the two experiments
graphically represented in Fig* XIII are those of■
the experiments which showed the greatest and the 
smallest rise in the level of the liquid in the 
capillary tube. The same applies for the two 
gelatine experiments recorded in Pig. XIV. The fact 
that when the tannins are removed from solution inside 
the osmometer the level of the liquid in the capillary 
tube never reaches the same height as when the 
tannins are not precipitated, indicates that the 
tannins are responsible for a considerable amount of 
the osmotic pressure which draws water through the 
lr drated testa.
-30»
Su na  ̂ of Conclusions.
(i) While there is no sugar present in the testa 
of the seed of Vicia Eaba L . there is a consider-, 
able quantity of pyrogallol tannin.
(ii) Evidence is brought forward to show that the 
only sugar present in the cotyledon is one 
capable of being attacked by invertase.
(iii) The testa is a dead semipermeable membrane.
Its semipermeability only holds for a limited
time. It is suggested that the break in semi- 
permeability is due to the enlargement of the 
intermiceilar spaces consequent on hydration.
(iv) The tannins present in the testa act 
osmotically to draw water through the testa. The 
results of experiments discussed show that there 
is some other substance which acts with the 
tannins in drawing water through the testa. The 
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Introduction.
Our present knowledge of the fundamental mechan­
ism of water intake by seeds is meagre and has been 
gained largely by techniques which involve following 
the increase in weight of the seeds during hydration. 
In this one respect the techniques used by a number 
of workers is similar, but in other respects the 
methods adopted vary enormously. There can be no 
doubt that many of the divergent statements which are 
found in the literature are due at least in part to 
differences in the method of arriving at the data.
One of the differences in method whicl ' as proved 
most fruitful in the production of contradictory 
statements is in the length of the time intervals 
between weighings of hydrating 3eeds. In some cases 
the intervals were hourly in others two hourly and 
in others still, four hourly. The treatment of 
samples of ten or twenty seeds as units is probably 
however, the most serious defect in practically all 
researches on this subject. As will be evident 
later in tnis chapter seeds vary considerably from 
one to the other in their hydration characteristics. 
Unlejss it is shown therefore, that the hydration 
curve of the sample is similar to those of a number 
of individual seeds, no importance can be ~ti..c",ed 
to the results of researches involving the use of 
samples.
The theory of the mechanism of water ii ta 3 put 
forward b„ Nelson and Macsween (1933) T'us based
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largely on evidence derived from following the intake 
of water of dry seeds by weighing individual seeds 
every four hours after the soaking treatment 
con; red. The same technique war: adopted in the 
experiments here described, but for reasons which 
will become apparent later the technique smployed 
here differs in certain essential details from that 




The individual seeds used ir. the experiments 
reported, in this chapter Were drawn at random from 
a hulk sample of the "Cropper" variety of Vicia Eaba 
L . Apart from the fact that it was sold as a 
commercial pure line nothing is known regarding the 
history of the seed up to the time it was delivered 
|in this laboratory. Since then the seed has been 
stored in a sack in a cold stone floored room.
For a weight increase experiment a number of 
seeds were taken from the bulk sample and the dry 
weight of each taken. Each seed was then placed ir. 
a small crystallizing dish containing 1? c.c. of dis­
tilled water, and every hour or sometimes every half
hour the seed was taken out of the dish and after 
rapidly but gently removing any adherent liquid with 
a piece of fine linen it was weighed and put back ini 
its particular dish. In most cases the soaking
atnei t - as continued until no further increase in 
the weight of the seed, took place. Throughout the 
period of soaking the dishes containing the hydrating 
seeds were kept at room temperature which varied 
between l6° and l8°C.
A second series of experiments described towards 
the end of this chapter concern the changes in 
volume of' a system consisting of water and a single 
seed. The apparatus used in these experiments is 
shown in Fig. XV. Essentially it consists of the
FlK. XV.
Apparatus for measuring changes in volume in a 
water-seed system.
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The course of weight increase of individual 
seeds of Vicia Faba L. during hydration.
,
represent a selection of a large number of seeds 
similarly treated. In many of these cases however, 
the weights are not known for every hour hydration, 
and have therefore been discarded. Graphs showing 
the changes in weight for each of the nine seeds in
Table I are given in Fig. XVI.
On the basis of weight increase, one feature is 
exhibited by all seeds during their hydration, and 
this common feature is clearly seen in the graphs of
Fig. XVI. It. will be noted that at first the
increase in weight of a seed in water is very gradual. 
It should here be mentioned that the first increase 
in weight coincides with the first appearance of 
•wrinkles from which it follows that wrinkling is 
evidence of hydration of the seed coat. The initial 
gradual increase in weight is followed somewhat 
suddenly b„ a f very rapid increase in
weight of the seed as a whole. It is significant 
also that the commencement of the dewrinkling process 
is concomitant with the onset of the second phase 
of rapid increase. The latter gradually merges 
into a phase of progressively smaller increases until 
the seed obtains a constant weight i.e. until the 
seed becomes completely hydrated. The changes in 
weight above indicated are even more strikingly 
shown by considering the amount of weight increase 
l for each hour of hydration. These figures for the 
nine seeds given in Table I are tabulated in Table 
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Hourly weight increases of individual seeds 




The constant appearance of the second phase of 
rapid increase in weight renders its significance 
undoubted and makes its explanation all the more 
important. A clue to the matter was readily 
obtained in the observation that slight pressure on 
either side of the seed first causes water to ooze ou 
of the micropyle when the first large increase in 
weight of the second phase was recorded. Throughout 
the first phase of gradual increase, the same 
treatment produces no effect, but with the onset of 
the second phase the micropyle "opens'*. The ability 
to exude liquid is taken as evidence that the pore 
is open. The hour when the micropyle was first 
noticed as being open was recorded and is shown in 
|Tables I and II. Examination of these Tables with 
this point in view, will show quite clearly that the 
time of the first large increase in weight following 
the initial phase of small hourly increases is 
exactly the time when the micropyle first opens.
There are two possible interpretations to these 
results. The first is that the rapid intake of 
water is responsible for the micropyle being open, 
d the second is that the opening of the micropyle 
is responsible for the rapid intake of water. The 
writer is inclined to support t so s rcor.d os lb Hi ty. 
There is undoubtedly some significance in the 
observation that a prerequisite of the commencement 
of the second phase of rapid increase is hydration
Fig. XVIII.
The course of weight increaseof individual seeds 
oi> Hg^gu,L» during hydration, showing the
effect of waxing the micropyle.
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of the testa tissue in the vicinity of the micropylar
,end of the hilum. In a later chapter where the
individual variation of seeds in respect of time of 
micropyle opening is discussed this relationship 
between time of micropyle opening and hydration of 
the testa tissue in the vicinity of the micropyle 
is shown to be statistically significant. This in 
itself is good evi jo to justify the supposition
that the micropyle has first to “open" before the
rapid : tal of water characteristie of the second 
ase in „ iration takes place. Further there is 
no doubt; that water does pass through the Lcropyle. 
This was shown by the blocking up the micropyle with 
a plug of wax an hour after the micropyle opened. 
Waxing of the micropyle at this time had the effect 
of markedly arresting the rate of increase ii v-eigl t 
of a seed. The graphs of Fig. XVIII, which are 
drawn from the figures given in Table III, show the 
arrestment in the increase in weight as a result of 
the waxing of the micropyle during the second phase.
While experimentation on this problem was still 
in it,, earl} stages, and while an interpretation 
for the phenomenon above indicated was still being 
sought a suggestion was put forward to the effect 
that the cotyledons mi Jit in some way be connected 
with the matter. Accordingly an experiment was 
carried out in which paired cotyledons, that had been 
carefully removed from the enveloping testa so that 
the surface of the cotyledons was riot damaged, were
TABLE IV. Weight of paired cotyledons in grams for
each half hour of hydration.
Cotyled
No. l 2 3 4 5
Dry Wt. 1.100 .986 1.040 1.288 1.514
k hour. 1.238 1.146 1.265 1.506 1.725
1 " 1-3^3 1.270 I.387 1.637 1.842
1-k " 1.440 I.380 1.536 1.760 1.994
2 " „ 1.570 1.526 1.706 1.906 2.166
2 k " 1.722 1.652 1.870 2.060 2.370
3 " 1.8 55 1.758 2.023 2.185 2.585
Ik  ” 2.004 1.864 2.150 2.360 2.738
4 " 2.090 1.952 2.209 2.437 2.902
4i " 2.204 2.022 2.262 2.501 2.979
5 " 2.198 2.023 2.300 2.540 3.026
5k " 2.200 2.031 2.310 2.550 3.070
Flft. XIX.
The course of weight increase 
of paired cotyledons during 
hydration.
put into the same soaking conditions as applied to 
the whole seed and weighed every half hour. The 
results of this expe ' t re given in Table IV.
The figures are graphically represented in Fig. XIX. 
It will 'be seen that the cotyledons by themselves 
show no resemblance to the seed as a whole in their 
hydration curves. The former increase rapidly in 
weight from the start, gradually decreasing as 
hydration proceeds until a constant weight is 
reached. P 2 curve closely resembles that given
a physically homogenous colloid such as gelatine.'
While it has been established that water passes
‘through the micropyle, no mention has been made of
the force which draws water through a pore which at
most cannot be more than capillary in size. Although
there is no direct evidence available on this point
there is one possibility which suggests itself in
I this connection. It is well known that when a coll«
j oid hydrates it expands considerably. When the
testa hydrates it expands in surface area and would
naturally lift off the surface of the cotyledon were I
it not for the fact that a partial vacuum would then 
.
form between the testa and the cotyledon since there 
1
is nothing to oecu g 1 ie pace except the gas which 
was originally present in'the seed. The testa 
therefore .goes into folds. The formation of 
wrinkles necessitates the expansion of the u per 
half and the compression of the lower half of the 
palisade cells at the peak of a fold and the
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compression of the upper half and expansion of the 
lower half in t.ne troughs. It has long been known 
that cells possess considerable elasticity, and the 
additive force of a number of cells compressed in 
one portion md expanded in another mu3 1 be quite 
considerable. It i.5 here suggested that this force
jreat 91 gh to draw water through the micro'oyl e
when the latter opens as a result of hydration of the 
tissues surrounding it. This hypothesis has been 
criticised by workers in this laboratory on the 
grounds that liquid is present between testa and 
cotyledons when the former is wrinkled. This is at 
once admitted if the seed is examined after the 
micropjrle has opened, but prior to mtcropyle ope Lng 
the writer has been unable to find free liquid 
between the testa and the cotyledons. Further it 
has been shown that once in contact with water the 
0 -: ty 1 - i0 1 xydi...te rapidly a thi g Nation is 
naturally accompanied by expansion. If free liquid 
is found between thsta and cotyledons prior to 
micropyle opening why is it that the latter do not 
hydrate and fill up the space made as a result of the 
expansion of the te t 0 The contention here made
that no water is present be tween testa and cotylsdons 
is sutnoorted by the results of the changes in volume 
of the seed-water system a description of which will 
be given shortly. 0 tie whole the evidence so far 
a v a i l a b l e  fits in with the hypothesis above developed 
to account for the force drawing water into the seed I
-42-
Fig. XX.
Changes in volume of a water-seed system 
during hydration of a seed of Vicla Faba L.
The latter could not og replaced and thus reo Licstion 
was rendered impossible. The results of these two 
experiments, however, though requiring confirmation, 
are sufficiently interesting for discussion.here.
The changes in the seed-water system during the
hydration of a seed are shown graphically in Fig. 'XX,.
It will he seen that after a preliminary contraction
the volume of the system increased rapidly and then
just as suddenly decreased to a minimum which was
followed by a gradual rise in volume. During the
co rse of the experiment the stages in hydration as
indicated by the external appearance of the seed were
noted. During the initial stage of contraction in
volume the seed showed no visible change, but with
■
the beginning of the increase in volume the seed coat 
showed signs of wrinkles on the periphery of the 
seed. These wrinkles increased in number and size 
as the volume of the system became greater and , 
greater. As the volume decreased so the folds in 
the seed coat straightened out and disappeared until ; 
the portions of the testa which had been wrinkled 
were completely smooth. The rise in volume from the 
minimum was not accompanied by any externally 
visible change in the seed.
These results are interesting in that they 
corroborate the evidence already presented in support 
of the hypothesis earlier formulated of the mechanism 
of water intake by the seed. In the ’ igl t exper­
iments it was shown that the first increase in weight
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of the seed was accompanied by the formation of 
wrinkles on the seed coat. The volume experiments 
show that at this same stage there is an increase 
in volume of the seeds which is out of all proportion 
to the amount of water being absorbed by the seed.
In other words hydration results in an increase in 
volume at the wrinkled stage, but the increase in
volume cannot be accounted for by the amount of water
present in the seed. The dewrinkling process it was 
shown follows the opening of the micropyle arid the 
consequent inrush of water. Here the dewrinkling 
process is accompanied by a sudden contraction in 
volume of the system due to the sudden intake of wat 
by the seed and therefore to the contraction of the 
volume of water surrounding the seed. This 
agreement is important in that it constitutes clear 
proof that the squeezing technique used to determine 
the time of micropyle opening had no effect on t : 
subsequent hydration of the see-d.
In the last section the statement was made that •
during wrinkling prior to micropyle opening there was 
no liquid between the testa and cotyledons. The 
statement is supported by the results of the above 
experiments. The expansion in volume of the seed 
during the wrinkling period is not directly due to 
the presence of water in the seed. If water were 
present in the folds of the testa the volume of the 
water - seed system would have remained more constant 




Tt is shown that the first increase in weight 
of the seed is accompanied "by the forraation 
of wrinkles on the surface of the seed and an 
increase in volume of the seed which is out 
of all proportion to the amount of water 
absorbed.
As soon as wrinkling has reached the micropy- 
lar end of the hilum, the micropyle opens 
and water rushes in through the micropylar 
can^l.
With this much increased rate of intake of 
water the wrinkles disappear* and there
is a progressive decrease in the rate 
of intake until the seed becomes completely 
hjdrated.
It is shown that the cotyledons resemble a 
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Introduction
As has been noted earlier there are very definite' 
indications that the individuality of the seeds of 
Vicia Eaba is very great. The fact has also been 
noted by other workers in this laboratory. It was 
thought desirable and necessary to elucidate trie 
problem of individuality and an endeavour was there- 
fore made to track down as far as possible the causes 
of the hydration idiosyncrasies of individual seeds. 
Some seeds reach their point of maximum hydration 
rapidly and others slowly; so k e seeds show a high 
initial intake rate and others a low initial intake 
rate; some seeds at full hydration absorb more water 
per unit of air dry weight than others; some seeds 
begin to wrinkle at one point of the testa and other 
seeds at other loci, and so on. Such differences, 
it was felt, would have to be accounted for before 
any reliance could be laid on results of subsequent 
work. It was also thought possible that some of 
these hydration characteristics, of seeds would be 
reflected in the subsequent development of the plant, 
and to this end the seeds were germinated and grown 
on.
Material and Lie thods •
The seeds used for this investigation were all 
harvested from plants grown at the Royal Botanic 
Garden, Edinburgh. Each plant was given a number, 
and each pod on that plant was given the number of 
the node to which it was attached, the first flowerin
—(33-
-4-9“
iode working from the base of the plant to the apex 
being number 1. Within the pod, the seeds were 
lumbered starting from the stalk end that is they 
ivere numbered from proximal to distal end of the pod. 
In this way eveig 3 eed experimented with had a 
lumber which at once tells us the parent plant, the 
position of the seed within its nod, and from which 
lode on- the parent the pod came from. For example 
a seed with the number 4-0. 2. 4: the first figure 40
signifies the number of the parent plant, the second 
figure 2 indicates the number of the pod on that 
plant, and third figure 4 indicates that we are 
dealing with the fourth seed in the pod.
The parent plants from which the experimental 
seeds were obtained were, all sown on the iSth May 
1934. On the 11th of October 1934 the plants were 
pulled out of the soil and brougl into the laboratory 
¡They were then separated into three groups of equal 
numbers of plants and treated as follows: the seed
of the first group were taken out of the pod carefully 
and each placed in a small seed packet perforated 
with small holes upon which was noted the number 
¡(i.e. PI .nt, pod, and position in the pod) o'" t! 
seed it contained. From the second group of plants 
the pods were removed and around each pod a label was 
tied, and on the label was noted the number of the 
parent plant and the number of the node from whicl the 
pod arose;-. The mud vg.s washed off the roots of the 
Plants of the third group and were otherwise left
untouched, except for the tying of a label round the 
stem of each plant. On each label was noted the 
number of the plant tô  which it was tied. The seeds 
in the packets, the labelled pods and t le labelled 
plants were then left exposed to the laboratory 
atmosphere.
The lal ..tory atmosphere is dry with a range of
temperature between 15-20°C.
Ovi the 8 th of December 1934, approximately 20 
seeds were shelled from each of the second and third 
groups, and 2 0 seeds of the first ¿roup were taken 
out of their seed packets. Each seed has a number 
as previously described, and further observations 
for each seed were noted against its number. The 
seeds were individually weighed and each placed in 
a small crystallizing dish containing approximately 
1 5  c.c. of distilled water. Every hour thereafter 
for 24 hours each seed was taken out of its dish, 
the surplus moisture adhering to the coat very gently 
■ : ped off with a piece of well washed linen, weighed 
and placed back into its dish of water. After 24 
hours this was done at less frequent intervals. As 
soon as a seed had ceased to absorb more than .005 
grams of water per hour it was taken as having fully 
hydrated. It was taken out of the water, sown in 
sand, and labelled with its number. Every day each 
seed was taken out of the sand and examined to see 
whether it had germinated. A seed had germinated 
when the tip of the radicle could be seen.
seeds that had germinated were each planted in a 
separate pot, The depth to which seeds were planted 
"below the surface of the soil was kept approximately 
constant by means of a stick with a collar. The 
date of the appearance of the plumule at the soil 
surface was noted and the total height 3 0 •days after 
germination was noted for each plant.
During hydration t:ie portion of the testa which 
wrinkled first, and the hour at which the micropyle 
opened was noted for each seed.
A moisture estimation test was also carried out 
for each of the three groups of seeds. Three seeds 
were selected at random from each of the groups and 
each placed in a previously weighed specimen tu.be and 
cork. • heating the tubes containing the seeds
in an electric oven for 3 days at 105°C, the tubes 
were placed in a dessicator until they had reached 
room temperature. The tubes were then corked and 
reweighed. The loss in weight was taken to 
represent the moisture content of the air dry seeds.
The methods most frequently employed in the 
statistical analysis of the results are those outlined
b„ Banister (1 9 2 9 ).
’ ' / #  Bxj grl a tal ?aul ts 1
\4.' V
a) The effect on hydration of the method of 
storage•
Examination of the figures in Tables Va, Vb, and 
Vc, reveals the fact that the dry weight of the 
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two classes. In point of fact the mean dry weight 
of the "shelled ¿cede“ is .814 gra s, as compared 
to 1.436 grams for the "seeds in pod" group and 
1.227 grams for the "seeds in pod on plant" group. 
Statistically “ . ifference between the means of 
the second and third groups Is not significant,
while tl 3iff be twe t  ¡ of the first
and second, and first and third groups is signs:'!: ant 
Two e xpl an at ions f 0 r th is difference rn ay v> e g111 
forward. In the first place It rna: be said that the 
seeds stored In the pod and those stored in the pod 
ittached to the pi a t, ha withdra plastic ia ter- 
Lai - *p t g ¡sues surrounding them and
thus become heavier than those v" Lcb had be 
separated from the parent tissues. Secondly it may 
be argued that the "shelled seeds" having been 
directly exposed to the storage conditions have 
dri . ' out 0 tl 0 oughly than the other two groups 
of seeds which were enclosed in their pods through­
out the sto age . rio The answer as to which of 
these two explanations is the more probable is to 
be found in figures of Table VI. The average 
percentage moisture con teat cf the air dry "shelled
-52-
3 6: is 7.31# as compared to 7*74 for "seeds in
pod" and 7 . 10% for “seeds in pod on plant." Roughly 
then, there is » 0  less moisture in the shelled 
seeds than in the other two classes, which o b v i o u s l y  
cannot accoun t h r  the very much bigger differences 
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Lower mean dry weight o£ “shelled seeds'* as compared 
to seeds “In pod” and “in pod on plant", is due to 
Increase in weight of the latter two classes during 
3 to rag | as a result of 3th e continued flow of plastic 
materials into the seeds from the parent tissues.
Th } time occupied i complete 1yd rat ion Toy 
*shelled se “ is lower than it is in wither "seeds 
in pod" or “seeds ir. pod on plant." There „ • only 
5 seeds with a hydratio time of more than 30 hours ir 
shell 33 ¡lass wl ile there are l6 in the "in pod" 
class and 9 in the "in pod on plant" class. The 
mean times for each of these classes in the w, ; '
i,&, 27*3 hours, 42.5 hours, and 33 hours. It 
might at first he thought that since these means have
the same relation to each other as the means for dry
seed weight, the two figure ' in so ¡ray 
correlated. Table VII shows that although a slight 
/ _ 'V i v no-- I at ic 3 xi st betwe 3 ry sight o f 
a seed and the time taken for it to hydrate completely 
it is not significa: t.
' . int ting relationship exist bet 
weight of a seed and the amount of water taken in by 
it, The relationship is apparent in the two 
unshelled classes but not in the shelled class. The
apparent contradiction in the “shelled . " is
jxplainable if we refer back to an observation made 
jn certain seeds during their hydration, 
hydration of the seeds of plant 37 a progressed it 
was noticed that the water in which each seed was
-53-
-54-
3oaking, ‘became more and more syrupy as time went on.
A drop oi this syrupy water was examined under the 
ligh power of the microscope and compared to a drop 
of water surrounding the seed of another plant. The 
syrupy water contained enormous numbers of medium 
sized rod bacteria while the control had none. A 
glance at the figures of Table Va will show that the 
seeds of plant 37a were abnormal in hydration, and we 
are forced to the conclusion that the presence of the 1 
bacteria was responsible for the abnormality, and 
this is further supported by the fact that all the 
seeds of plant 37a decayed rapidly and did not 
germinate.
Excluding therefore the seeds of this particular 
plant in the shelled class, a statistical correlation 
• '•.ween seed weight and water intake of * »773 (see 
Table Vii) is found. For 1 seeds in pod1 and "seeds 
in pod on plant" the same correlation is -f .893 and 
#.943 respectively. In other words the amount of 
ater taken in by a seed is proportional to its dry 
eight. The bigger the seed the more water it. will 
absorb. From the above correlation figures it is 
manifest however, that the proportionality, though 
significant, is not so good in the shelled class as 
it is in the other two classes. The correlation 
figures between air dri seed weight and water intake 
per unit of dry matter (Table Til) provides the 
explanation. The correlation for "shelled seeds" is' 
”,,793) Tor "seeds in pod" -.5/1, and for "seeds in
TABLE VII. Correlation figures Between figures of 
each of the three storage classes.
Type of 
Storage
r for Wt. 
and HpO 
intake















+ .773 -.793 - - 15
Seeds in 
pod




+ .943 -.541 20
pod on plant" -.541. All three figures are signif­
icant, and from the the conclu ion is justifie 
that the smaller the seed the higher is the water 
intake per unit of dry matter. Moreover we note 
that whereas the correlation Between weight and 
water intake for Mshelled seeds” was the lowest that 
Between weight and water intake per unit of dry 
matter is the highest of the three classes. Couple 
this observation, with the fact already stated that 
the mean of the dry weights of the “shelled seeds" 
is lower than the other two classes; and we come to 
the conclusion that the large number of small seeds 
in the "shelled seeds" class is responsible for the 
!inferior proportionality Between weight and water 
intake in this class as compared to the two unshelled 
classes. The answer to the question why the small 
seeds should absorb more water per unit of dry 
matter than big seeds, is however not so easy to 
explain. At this stage two possibilities may be 
put forward. In the first place it is possible 
I that the greater water content of the heavier air 
dr^ seeds (c,f. Table VI) is in some way responsible 
for the comparatively smaller intake per unit of
dry matter, the reverse holding for small seeds.
■
Alternatively it may be said that the heavy seeds 
are more mature than the light seeds and that there­
fore the colloids of the two types are different.
This latter view is given a measure of support by the 
fact that the small seeds in any of the three classes
-55-
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uontain less moisture in the air dry condition than 
the large, which would indicate that the water 
holding capacity of the respective colloids is 
different, and from which would follow that the 
colloids themselves are in some respects different.
As against this however it must be mentioned, that 
the mass to surface area ratio in small seeds is 
.her than it is in big seeds, and that the greater 
drying out of small seeds may be due to this greater 
ratio and not to the smaller water holding capacity 
of the colloid. Though the data presented is 
insufficient to explain the reason, the fact that 
the small seeds take up a greater amount of water 
per unit of dry matter remains, and constitutes one 
of the factors which go to make up the tremendous 
variations exhibited between seed and seed.
The column headed y/t represents the amount of 
water taken in by a seed per unit of air dry matter 
per unit of time. The time (t) is not the period 
that the seed was actually in the water, but the 
time the seed was actually hydrating that is from the 
first increase in weight to full hydration. This 
figure was calculated for each seed so as to give an 
indication of the efficiency of the seed. Statistical 
treatment of this column of figures for each of the 
three classes shows that it has no significance. The 
reason for this will become more apparent later, when 
further work is discussed.
b) The degree of variation of seeds h tl 
pod and on the same plant.
,ri’ s f Lgures t or a.. s of a n 1 . of do is wl i 1
rill he used i this se tioi are give 1 Table VIII,
These seeds are all those of Tables Vb and Vc (the 
two Hunshelled classes")» less those which were in 
aj at or al ' hyd at' or In i J i tion tv - 
lormal Is 1 av i 1 31 n i at 3 ' : ' each ~ the3
originated, in a two seeded pod toretner with an 
al s.. Tl ■ •1 of the "shelled class"
( (able Va) hav not been used here since it has alreaj'
shown tl at tl ... • sigt ficantly different in
: ortant ts f 0 t twc 1 shelled
due, it is suggest d to their rei oval fro) f .. tisa :
of the parent plant. For t e purpose to v s thes 
figures are to be put - 3e is of one pod will
be co are it! _ Is of ot 'pod.:, and where seed 
o'" one plant will be par ft> seeds of other 
plants - it is necessaxg that only uniform material 
be considered. It has h e n  shown that the seeds of 
the two unshelled classes ...re not significantly 
different in their general reaction and their cotabinec. 
use here is therefore justified.
The object of this section is to determine the
difference in degree of variation of seeds within a 
pod and between pods and of seeds on a plant and 
between plants-. For this purpose it was decided to 
3 ploy the statistical method of analysis 0 ■' rl
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the method consists of computing the mean variances 
of the two classes (i.e. "within pod" and. "between 
po s") and ol taini lg froi t] . _ : .. figure "z" which is
^ ¡::oa.Pire of h e  eignifica ice of the difference
be twee the two rariances Treat n t of tl
figures of dry seed weight b$ this lethod gives a 
"z" of .4-331; for the water intake figures »3636; 
and for the water intake per unit of dry weight .7388. 
Tables of "z" values given by Fisher (193?) show that 
for degrees of freedom of 12. and 25, as in this case, 
a "z" of .3862 lies on the 5 per cent point, and a 
»zw 0f 8 lie or 0 per 2e it point.
ordi g to T ' e p311 .. i Fi sh - r a vaine of " " -to1:
lie . \ b o n   5  ̂' i )er cent pbint of Pi 6 r1
table lay be considdred as significant. It 
justifiable to conclude therefore, that the 
difference between the estimates of variance of water 
intake per unit of dr, weight fo • seeds within the 
pod and for seeds between pods .. „ significant.
The "z" fiuure for dry seed weigj t ..
significant, though not to the sam tent  s
"z" for water intake per unit of dry weight. The
.303^ -w fall for ...ter intake falls below tl 
5 per + joint . 1 ' - ' po-- -¡ot pi 3ly 
significant, but on the other h a n d  it must ot be
uppo : i that 11 !  : - ■-■■ -■ e equi f nt.
thi . had ' n tl  e a "z" of zer ould have been
Q-jjj- • | pEi j "2" .. ti ally ol tain : ... onlj .022
low that whic L i e s 01
-59-
aThe : ■ t ■. pr t tior aft ul t ' .. t1 a t 1
1 .■ . variatio 1 =ei ' :  I t =... i po
. . f. .... of diff€ ods. En ot] words
ivi uality ' at o pronou i if only seeds frc 
the same pod are compared. The same statement is 
true if the figures for y/t (a ount of fat ’ al sorl ed 
per unit of dry height per unit of time) are congiJer- 
re a »zM of -7125 is ol tai . T1 3 figu ■- 
for t (cor t t: to complete hydration) however,
;xve "m" of •v-h „ 2' 'ir ril iiff renc
variance of J" of t le »within pod» a d » pod"
Pups is therefore of doubtful ignifica
To bring out the difference in mean variance of 
the seeds on one plant and bet-?en plants, the 
fi ur of Table VIII were recalculate.'. The ethod
of statistical' analysiS is eslac tl̂  th s... as t • at
E  Tiou3ly U . 1 a “ -t \ -" •" "f "Vitl i pod»
I »'bet pod» h..- two ■ v g oup »on ;n . t»
1 »b twe plant 8W. la h of t five colu s of
figures of Table VIII re treated on this ne basis
i a «zw value for each.column obtained Tl is "z*
value indicated the amount of difference there is
be tween the mean variances of the two groups ôt 
t„ a - 3t„ pl te 1 Ti 3 "z* v ilues h
of the five columns of figures t i u s  obtained are 
given in Table IX togethei ith the i o n  . spo ' ; "z*
values obt il 1 for t “v i thin pod« I »betwee po i"
groups.. On t same table the deg s of freedoi . c
Usher's »z» vali to L l a  snt point
TABLE IX. "z" for seeds "within pod" and "between 
pods" and for seeds "on plant" and "bet­
ween plants."
"z" for
.. —..........  ■" .I...!
"Between pods" 1 
and "within 
pods".
i-..  - - -- .. •
















Degrees of freedom n, = 12,n2= 25. n = 5 >n2 =32*
Fisher's 1 per cent point .54-31 .6540
Fisher's 5 P0r cent point .3862 .4648
for the sane degrees of freedom are given for each 
of the two seta of "z" values calculated.
The degrees of freed cm for tf • "on p] ar t" group
32 , 1 for L _ "“bet plant" grw ;■, d. Vish: •'
"z" tab! 3] ow t! at fo th« jgi . s of f ¡dom a
1 z" v lue of .6540 lies on the 1 per cet t poi t of
distribution and .4-64-3 lies on the 5 per cent point.
: tio of t 5 "z" ral 3s ol tai . ' for the “on
t" . d "bet plant" groups given in table IX
show that the »2" for dry seed weight is greater than
that which lies on the 6 per cent point, while the
u2w ya2 te ’0 ' at intake per unit of dry weight
  fo j/t (wat r int e per i t ■'f dig s i_,P t
per unit of ti 3) ar sonsiderabl^ Lghe t]lai 1 t' at
] . 0 the 1 per cent point of distribution.
]0gical infe ' is t at on t . 3 n sis 0 f figur 3
for dig . ; . 1 v jigi t, wat 3 r i take g 31 uni t 0:
tj   3 y/t there is less variation 3tween ... . .
of the one plant than between seeds of different
plants. This is not the case if the figures for 
-
water intake and 30rrecte to co plete y< .. Lon
are consid ed. The "z" values in these two case
are below that for the 5 per cent point.
These results bring us to the conclusion that the
vartat: on  . • ' n  t v . e o n  seeds of the same pod than
be tween seeds of different pods, and less e . .?en 
seeds of one plant than between seeds of different 
plants. The f a c t  that rarely more than two pods 
occur on a plant precludes.comparisons of mean
- p G-
variance of seeds of one pod with seeds of other pods
on the same plant. It is doubtful ho we rer f  the
Is any significant difference In the mean variance
of 3eeds ' itl in tl . jod a i t e leai variai 3e of
the seeds on the same plant. The "z" values
obtained for "within pod" and "between pod" take into
account not only the variation existing between nod
and pod. on the same plant, but also that existing
between plant and plant since pods were . compared
with pods irrespective of the plants from which
these arose. If therefore there had been a
significant difference in the mean variance of seeds
the pod and the mean variance of all seeds on
the same plant, the "r" values of "between pods" and
"within pods" would be higher than the corresponding
values for "on plant" _nd "between plants". In
fact they are lower, and hence we may- reasonably
assume that the variation of seeds within a pod L
equivalent to the va : tion of all seeds on the same
.
plant.
The b a ing of these findings on the discussion 
of individuality is of importance in that they show 
clearly that even in a commercial pure line there is 
considerable variation in the water intake character-
isties of seed fro iifferent plants. The point
is clearly seen in the reduction of individuality
brought al out 1 y co paring. 3e ds fro t : si. pi . L ■
,
The two most importa t 3ig ifi mt "z" alues 
those for dry sse : ' eight and the y/t coefficient
(water intake per '-rit of iry sight* ■ unit of ti
T] Ci si i ndi ca t e  gu ;itative i i f f z e i i . sds
of i if fere f plants, and the second i ate a a
1 h itative iff   of iff.e it lants
-6 2-
It is o t i possibl tha qua!iti 1iff.
.... . ' of the j.uan t i t ! : . iiff du = . - tl s
t-1 the g at Iry .... of tl » - having caused
hanges in the structure of the seed colloids or to 
the immaturity of the' small seed as compared to ti
big 3e Tl two possibilities n..... oted
earlier in this chapt 0 otl . ha it ust
i embei 1 that a ge sti sal - cha i - may qu i te
n u 1 : tl . qua tit lti re an3 quai itati r -
differences between seeds of different plants.
may be tl ... of auses of' these 
différencies, the natter is of prime importance for 
future studies.
c. The relationship between locus of first
hydration, rat of ' i tial i take o f  \i-a11 ., 
time of micropyl.s opening and time of 
complete hydration.
T . Tal 1 X against ac seed there are noted
tl t e e  'igures and one observation. Each of these
columns requires some explanation. The fLg'-re in
the first column are corrected times for micropyle
opening Th Lcropyn : . ion ide . 1 op wl
;,ei tl : pre 3sure on it : id 'of t: . s force
vatsr out of the nic 0pyl -. 1 a: ' gui* giv 1 is
■ v 1 it 1 y ubt ...3ting f *01 tl ob I time of
loro >yle op mi fig of u' 2 sd in question, the
. , lapsed f rote tl - :om nent of th-
■ ■-J- luring w] icl no increase in the  ight of
the seed took place. The second column for
 ilete hydration time involves the same corrections
It is the difference between the observed time of
pl ;te hydration and t initial interval during
which no incre ise in weight took place. Rie third
colu gi the rate of ~ t- - - e :
t le first five hours of weight increase in prams per 
hour. T'hi “'pure also then has only 1 an 
at after first making the same correction. 1 . this 
_ aq] the figure it: of the three column lav
been put, on exactly the sane basis. ts soon as a
seed is placed in water there is an increase in 
weight in the first hour not exceeding .00;5 grams,
|but thereafter there follows a period varying with- 
different seeds during which no further increase
TABLE X. Influence of the locus of commencement of
hydration on the rate of initial water intake, the
relationship between rate of water intake and
micropyle opening, and the relationship between time
of micropyle opening and time of complete hydration.
Seeds No Corrected \Correc ted
»1
Rate of jLocus of ■
time of time to HoO in- icommencement
micropyle 1comple te take fori of hydration.
opening in| hydration the 1st »




37A .1.1 l6 46
1
.0056 1 Strophiole.
1.2 4 i 22 .1953 iHilar.
37A .2.1 3 > 53 .0044 1Periphery.
2.2 3 1 15 •3053 jHilar.2.3 2 S 21 *0934 jHilar.
34A .1.1 5 j 13 .1682 Cotyl. face.1.2 6 1 14 .0088 jOv. embryo.
34 2.1 6 20 .0456 IPeriphery.
2.2 10 18 .0398 i «
2.3 X 22 .0130 »Ov. embryo.
27 .3.1 X l 27 .0072 !Hilar
3.2 11 22 .0016 }Over embryo.
27 .1.1 9 | 28 .0096 ÌHilar.
26 .3.1 41 .0070 !Periphery.
3*2 - 36 11 n
26a .1.1 - 7 Z 1 -
29 *3*1 14 20 .0320 IPeriphery.3.2 22 .0144 (Hilar.
29 .4.1 6 1 21 .0594 jHilar.




23A .2.1 12 46 .0108 jPeriphery.
• 2.2 15 28 .0073 1
2*32.4
22 •0132 ! Ov. embryo.
22 • 0178 i Periphery.








10 28 .0084 Strophiole.
1.2 - 51 _ 1i —
1.3 - 33 1 a=>
1.4 - 79 - 1 *
20A .2.1 13 30 .0024 ! Periphery.
2.2 12 24 .0043 j Strophiole.
12 .7.1 5 14 .1520 > Simultaneously
t\ all over.
12 .1.1 - 42 .0034 1 Cotyl. face.
1.2 43 6l - Strophiole.
1*3 22 44 .0044 Cotyl. face.
1*4 12 .3.1 5 l 7933
«
.0066 Hilar
3.2 23 30 .0033 Cotyl. face.
,
TABLE X. (contd.)
Seeds No Corrected Correc ted Rate of Locus of
time of time to H2O in­ commencement.
micropyle comple te take for of hydration.
opening in hydration the 1st





3-3 36 5112 .4.1 .27 47 .0074 Cotyledon 
face.
4.2 12 47 .0102 Hilar.
4-.3 15 49 .0120 -4 .3.1 7 l6 .0252 Periphery.3.2 X 44 .0060 Hilar.
11* .3.1 11 25 .0186 Periphery.3.2 6 25 .0322 Hilar.
11* .4.1 13 42 .0076 Ove. emb.
4.2 7 17 •0132 Hilar.
4.3 8 20 .0084 »
11 44.1 25 49 .OO36 Cotyl. face.4.2 6 48 .0144 Hilar.
4.4 13 30 .0043 Hilar.
11 .5.1 44 .0026 Hilar.
5.2 20 44 .0046 1
5.3 11 31 .OI38 1
10 .2.1 6 23 .0260 Hilar.
2.2 22 42 .0066 Strophiole
10 .3.1 6 24 .0204 Hilar.
3.2 9 26 .0260 Periphery.
3*3 11 2 £ .0224 17 .2.1 9 28 .0094 Hiloa-.
2.2 6 24 ■ .0316 Hilar and Periphery.
________
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takes place. Thi . ; - .. in the first hou ■ :
assumed to be d”e to the penetration of rater into 
cracks and crevices of the seed coat where surface 
dryi .. ill not he effective. This slight initial 
increase has therefore been ignored.
The meaning of the observations in the column 
entitled "Locus of commencement of hydration" requires 
some definition. "Hilar " signifies that the testa 
wrinkled (ta^en as evidence of hydration) first at 
either end ot on either side of the hilum. "Periphery" 
ians that wrinkling commenced joe :where between the 
strophiole and the embryo on the non-hilar periphery 
of the se "Strophiole" implies first wrinkling
at the stro hiole, and "Over embryo" first wrinkling 
in that portion of the testa immediately over the
embryo. If ' ling cc menced on either side of
the seed the phrase "Cotyledon face'1 is used.
The 64 seeds of ^able3 Va, Vb, and Vc, are 
included in Table v - All the seeds noted in Table X 
are not suitable for the demonstration of 301 ■ of the 
poirt. which folio , It . . tial t rei 0re
define the material us i I t o  making ich point.
For the f i r s t  conclusion tte tion must be
focussed on pods wl icl 0 fo to the following
requirements. Two weeds or more, some of whir’ 
but not all having a hilar locus of hyd ition, and
further the figures for rate of initial intake must
be known for two contrasted seeds in respect of locusj 
of first hydration. Tb . are 14 pods in Table X
whi ] t these squire ts Co pari _ the seeds
withii tl pods ' ' is vi 3 t tl at a hi Y
initial water intake is associated with a Hilar 
locus of first hydratic Of the 14 pods i h 
. itable, 11 ag .. d ; 1 . . Xisagre i t' tl is
,1 tement, E::pre3sed as a srcent tl ' 78$-  — w  ~ ' . t
ag • - L - Tl . ust the ' be . sig if ica
lusion, and the xjlanatio is to 1 fou ■ 3
the anato ical st t'ure of ths seed oat.
I ’ibing tl ...tomy of t 1 ta i as evi  11
‘1 ...1 t] is a „ nucl larger nas s of tiss 1
..... tion ir the hila r gic thati ther i.. in
o tl , ' sf the testa. Ov 1' greater
part of £].... id t] e t gta consists of three main
-i 1 ' if o ' '
In thi J . L s no
1 o ir ;]..... 3 aj ■ but ' is i 1 ' .. ...„ .1 so: t :
and uch bigg * tissue, tl Mtracheid island". T
additio ther ’ bl .1 ' s laye ‘unning
along the whole length of the hilum, a large pad of 
curiously star-shaped parenchyma surrounding the 
tracheid island and j ting fra the trient 1 ay .
there is the bulky pare: 3 by atous tissue w3 
surrounds the radicle. When the tissue below the
hilu 1 s hydrated i . 11s . al so bi g a
at deal of water. 5 t is ore of this
tissue in the 1 Lla ic the total al . be t . .. Ltk
pe iJ- . 1: fac ' .. ea of tl testa in this regie ill
e g ate; 1 ’ 11 ’ '. _ o the pa; L o f . te a
-66-
0 3trat: on o the ext poi it it is
:o .. 3a y t  'L 11e ti6n to ods confo ' to
- 3am o lit io a . ti ulatec ii the last cass
 ;ept that the- figures for micropyle opening must he
stead of t figu . fo ■ at of ter int./
a t pods hich meet t 3 p i ents and
without exception the seeds in each of these pods »
ow that . 3 i ' J' locu - f ’i .. t hyd i0 
the vicinity of the hi turn is quicker in Opening its
.. ^ - | a i tl 1 locu of hydratio 0ther
than around the micropyle. rn Is association between 
ropy! ing ind locus of hydratior 20 fir
oh eirmtions frequently made during experimentation 
that micropyle opening is conditioned by the hydration 
of the tissues immediately s’;"no e-;1 The
xpl tion of hois tl opyle pens as a result of
hydratio is 101 ow i ; ctai ty. If i t 3
  jpted that tl i opyle is a definite channel
extending from the exterior to the interior of the 
seed coat, then the explanation might he that the 
channel remains closed until through hydration of t : 
ti.. sues ir it i iiat< ici ty 1 ■al 1 s 0 f t s
channel separate thus making a clear passage for the 
entry of water.
It would he expected that since there is a relat­
ion si ip h e ti cat s 0f i al wat
locus of co ' t of hydration,'and
latt r .. I time of ic ’opyle opening, there should
also he a relation hi t t of initial intake
-67-
-nd mioaxopyle opening. This is in fact the case, 
tlsi tl 1 ¿3 in Table X ? \7 in number for which
bot! figures are known, a negative correlation of 
.4-80 is obtained. Since this figure is greater than
the value which mai 0.. 01 "t sions „3 a matter
of chance by random sampling from .... uncorrelated 
population, it :ma„ be considered a^uaigi ifi t.
The interpretation of thi3 negative correlation is 
that the higher the initial rate of water intake the 
shorter the time for micropyle opening which is exactly 
the same conclusion as that which is arrived at by 
combining the observations that .. ’ ilar locus of 
commencement of hydration is related to (a) a high 
initial rate of water intake, and (b} a short time of 
micropyle opening.
¡’ir illi u jing ill those seed in Table X which are 
complete in respect of the figures for corrected time 
of micropyIs opening and cor ected ti : t0 complete 
lydratic . t renting the two columns of figures
statistically, a posit: re 0 -relation of .83? for 50
. . 1.. i ... iVi at. r 0the 01 tl qui ker th a
micropyle opens the shorter will be the time for 
complete hydration. This is understand le since 
once the cotyledons are diisctly in contact with 
water there is nothing to hii ier t ir :o plet 
hydration in minimum time. Tl ough it would not be 
true to say that there is no variation in the time of 
3omplete hydration of paired cotyledons, it can with 
certainty be stated that this variation is not of the
order as that which pert..ins to whole seeds.
Since a Hilar locus of hydration implies a high 
initial rate of intake of wafc r and a short time to 
micropyle opening, and since the latter implies 
a short time to complete hydration, it follows that 
a hilar locus of hydration is associated with a short 
time to complete hydration. Consideration of these
pods the seeds of which numbering two or more are 
contrasting in that same but not all have a hilar 
locus of hydration, will show that of the fourteen 
pods which are suitable for this purpose, ten confirm 
the statement that a hilar locus of commencement of 
hydration is associated with a short time of complete 
hydration. There is just over 70'n of the pods in 
agreement.
Though no hard and fast rule can be made, it is 
reasonable to summarize the conclusions so far arrived 
at in this section by saying that prerequisites of a 
short time for ;o piete hydration are a short time 
to micropyle opening and its corollary a first locus 
of hydration in the vicinity of the micropyle. It 
nust however be borne in mind that the tine to 
complete hydration referred to is only that time 
during which actual increase in weight or. the seed is | 
taking place. No account whatever is taken 01 that 
period of time following commencement of soaking 
during which vraoa increase in weight takes place. This 
hatter period is one which varies tremendously from 
seed to seed, and the reason for its variation or for j
Lts existence at all is unknown. Nevertheless the 
conclusions so far reached, though limited, are 
valuable in that they partially account for the 
individuality of the time factor in the hydration of 
the seed.
A further point which comes out from consideration 
of the locus of commencement of hydration of seeds is 
that seeds of the same pod appear to commence hydrat­
ion in one of two places only. The loci of first 
hydration of seeds of ten three or more seeded pods 
are given in Table XI. Examination of this Table 
will show that the above statement is upheld. Couplet, 
with the relationships 3stablished above it is 
obvious that this finding has great significance. It 
implies that the actual time occupied by a seed in 
complete hydration is determined not during storage 
but either in development of the seed in the pod or 
even further back at fertil ization. If the explan­
ation is to be sought during the development of the
seeds in the pod it must be assumed that the
differences are produced purely by physical differ­
ences exerted on different seeds in the pod. It is 
conceivable that pressure in a certain place on one 
seed and not another will produce the patterning 
evident at the commencement of hydration. This 
however does not explain the existence of only two 
patterns in any one pod. As an alternative
explanation a genetic pattern factor complex may be
po s tulated.
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T ABLE Variation in locus of hvd t t i on o*r
in the sojne pod*
Seeds No T Q Q y g  o  f rd ra t ion •
11 . . 3 Hi3ar.
13. . S'. 2 Hilar.





3 . 2 Periphery.
1 3* .4.1 Over eaihrvo .
1.2 Hilar.
4.3 Hilar.
3? A .2.1 Peri ohaay.
2.2 Hilar.
2.3 Hilar.
12 .4.1 ’ Co ty3 3Ion -v.re .
4.2 Hilar.
/:
r * J Hilar.
12 . 1 . 1 Cotyledon face.
1.2 Strophiole.
• j Co trie don facq.1.4 ~
P  0  « 




23A .2.1 P e r i pH e ry .
2.2 Peri nhery.
2.3 Over embryo.
2.4 O p  ■]_ .0 T7 #
3A .2.1 Periphery
2.2 Peri ph”ry.
d) Relationship of hydration idiosyncracies 
of a seed and the growth of the plant 
produced.
The abnormality of some seed in not opening 
their micropyles and the predetermining influence d’f 
this must he referred to first before embarking on a 
general discussion on the subject of the title of this 
section.
In Table XII are noted all those abnormal seeds
.
which do not open their micropyles, and for contrast
the seed . fro 'i t] re pods as well. Examination
of the dry weights of these seeds will show that they 
are the lightest seeds in each of their pods. Apart 
from this character two of these seeds are otherwise 
normal and cannot be distinguished from other seeds o 
the same pods. The other three seeds however show 
very marked differences as compared to the normal 
seeds from the sa e pod. They are very light, have 
a very high water absorbed to weight •; tio nd furthe 
the seeds decay and do not germinate. r hi lread 
t t .. 3 i-gl L s . ..." o j  - .." j r per
unit of dry weight than a heavy seed, but the fact
that these ig t d abnormal seeds do not germinate 
Sends #eight to the suggestion previously made that 
the .a:., jo. j’or i':'r .greater absorption of small seeds 
• J t] "h ic LI} c .emically different colloids
of the _ ■1 . : In: turi t} .
In Table XIII are listed a representative 
collection of the seed... of Tables Va, Vb, and Vc.
Pour of the figures given for each seed are the same
-70-
TABLE XII. Relationships of seeds which are














12 .3.1 .745 1.115 X Germinated.
3-2 1.943 .910 23 Germinated.
3-3 I.632 1.220 36 Germinated.
§4 .2.1 1-033 1.332 6 Germinated.
2.3 1.197 1.233 10 Germinated.
2.3 .705 1.199 X Germinated.
27 .3.1 .271 2.894 X Seed Decayed.
3.2 .674 I.263 11 Germinated.
29 .3.1 .920 1.365 14 Germinated.
3-2 .221 2.955 X Seed Decayed.
4 .3.1 .700 I.674 7 Germinated.
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as those given previously, and three of them relate
So the growth of the plant produced hy the seed. The 
first of the latter is the time in days taken hy the 
Deed to germinate from the time of planting to the 
i • of protrusion of the rail cle. The second gives 
the time in d:>„ 3 the plumule took to appear at the 
surface of the soil from the date of germination, 
finally the third column gives the height of the plant 
in centimetres thirty days after germination.  ̂
measurement was trad3 from the surface of the soil to 
the highest point on the plant. It is not claimed 
that this figure is above criticism, it is merely 
claimed that the figures are broadly comparable. It 
Ls further realized that total height of plant does 
not give a true picture of the growth of the plant, 
particularly as the plants were grown in winter under 
very artificial conditions in a glass house.
Ver„ ful sx ination of the figures tabulated
has shown that there is no relationship between an; 
of the figures for hydration of the seed and those 
for the seedling and plant subsequently produced. The
figures for gro  bei g i ; "telly crude _ categories.
statement is not warranted, but it might be said from 
lata obtained in a preliminary experiment that the 
hydration idiosyncraoiea. of a seed ar . not r^elected 
in the initial growth stages of the plant it produces.
th regard to the relationship between germination 
time and growth characteristics of t.ce 0: net, it ug 
justly be stated broadly that the longer a seed tames
-7 I t
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to germinate the longer it Is before the plumule 
appears and the shorter the plant thirty day■ after 
germination. Phis will mostly clearly he seen by 
sparing a seed, with a long germination time Tit?' 
seed of the same pod having a short germination time.
-I'X-
Su ary of _Coj - 3 ...: -
Seeds which are shelled before storage are 
_ ' tlj lighter than seeds s to red in
the pod or in the pod on the plant. This is 
due to increase in weight of the seeds of the 
' »v two (lasses during storage as a r 3suit
of tl e sontinued flow of plasti • aterial 
into t]  ed from the parent tissu
101 al w. 0 un t of wa t e r ah 3 0 rh e d "by
an; . ' is in a measure proportional to the 
ail "a sight of the 3eed the amount of 
water absorbed per unit 0? air dry weight is 
higher in small seeds than in larg - 3s.
It 13 sugg 31 3 that tl L3 greater p 0 t enti A  
wate-i . bing 3ax a :i by of tl e drj iatt 3 •
0 .  al3 leeds is cc acted with the fac t 
that such ¡d . ay 1 9 ] 3s mature than
ah]a large s is giving a difference in 
oual 1t„ nf the dig matter, ofc that by reason 
of their surface to mass relationship they 
have dried out mo re after harvest And hence
have a g (at Japacity for water after
steeping.
There is a greater degree of quantitative a 
qualitative similarity between seeds of the 
same plant than between seeds of different 
plants»
A hilar locus of com lc e L of hi iratio 3 s 
associated with a higl rate of initial wad 
intake and a short ti e to icropy] ope ling. 
It folio that nic op;' *p :'"j : .
L01 3 b; the hydration of the tissues in its 
immediate vicinity.
A prerequisite of a short time to complete 
hyd a.tio ‘A, a. short time to micropyle open in 
and ' 1 . 30 ‘ollary a hilar locus of hydratio 
0 ' L' dor ilati jxists 1 t • . 
time of micropyle opening and complete 
hydration time" Both these figures are
xclusi of tl init ' " . jriod of oal '
during which no increase in the weight of the
seed takes place.
Seeds from the same pod com ence to hydrate 
in one of two places only.
Some very small seeds wl icl do 101 ope their




dry matter ratio and do not germinate. This 
gives Weight to the suggestion already made 
that abnormality 01 small seeds i3 due to 
their immaturity.
A slow germinating seed produces a slower 












a) The moisture content of freshly harvested | 
seeds.
h) The effect of storage conditions on the 
hydration of the seed.
c) The effect of seed storage on the growth 




Gortner (1931J working with gelatine discs of 
known history found that the prehistory of a colloid 
has a pronounced effect on its hydration. It was 
-,bought probable that the same would hold for seeds, 
chough it was realized that the two cases are not 
strictly parallel. Gelatine is a physically and 
chemically homogenous colloid whereas the seed is a 
complex of a number of colloid systems. We would 
expect therefore that the proof that hysteresis has a 
pronounced effect on.hydration is fraught with greater 
difficulties in the case of tne seed than it is in 
trie case of gelatine.
It has long been known that storage conditions 
profoundly affect the germination of seeds, but little 
is known regarding the effect of these same storage 
conditions on the hydration of seedsl ,TV is latter 
question is of the greatest importance since it may 
throw some considerable light on some of the more 
important problems which confront the seed trade, 
such as "hard" and damaged seeds. A closely related 
problem is that of longevity of seeds. The literature’ 
abounds with observations of the germination of seeds 
as related to their age, and the difference which 
exists from one species to another in this respect, 
hut no attempt is made to discover the causes of 
these differences. To do this it would be necessary 
io follow the physical and chemical changes and the
resulting changes in physiological behaviour which
-77“
occur during the ageing process of each species.
It must here he emphasized that the experiments 
described in this chapter are exploratory in nature 
and any conclusions which are drawn are provisional! .
]'later ial and Me tbod .
Seeds from eighty plants of Vicia Faba, were 
harvested on October 6th, 1934. The plants were 
¿rown in the open at the Royal Botanic Garden, 
Edinburgh, and were all of approximately the same 
age since they were all planted within a day or two 
of each other. Each seed was placed in a perforated 
envelope and placed in one of ten treatments after 
recording its plant of origin, the pod on that plant 
and its particular position in that pod. Prior to 
larvestin^ the seeds estimated to be available by a 
preliminary count, were distributed through the tei 
tme ts j o  that effects due'to difference in 
position of pods from one plant to the other and 
difference in position of seeds in any one pod would 
be eliminated. The ten treatments above mentioned 
are as follows
-78-
Storage in Carbon Dioxide .)
IT " over Water ) Low temperat­
ili " 1 Concent. ) ure (average
Sulphuric Acid ) about 13°C.)
IV " " Calcium Chloride )
V 1 in Air. )
VI " " Carbon Dioxide )
VII " over Water ) j31.5°C in gas
VIII " " Concentrated ) incubator.
Sulphuric Acid. )
IX " " Calcium Chloride )
in Air )n
The seeds for'each storage treatment were placed, 
in des. Locators. The Carbon Dioxide was changed 
daily in the case of the two Carbon Dioxide treatments 
and a fresh supply of air was blown in daily in the
ase of the two air treatments. The concentrated
Sulphuric acid and Calcium chloride were unchanged 
throughout the experiment.
Each storage treatment contained 24 seed s . Not 
all the seeds harvested from the do plants were used 
for the randomization among the treatments, since a 
balance could not then have been struck for each 
treatment. The left-overs were therefore used as 
follows. Thirty of them were taken for an 
estimation of -watlr content of the seeds on harvest­
ing. These were carefully selected for pod position 
and seed position in the pod so that a true average 
figure for moisture content could be jot. The 
remainder of the left overs were also carefully 
distributed through the ten treatments so that some 
seeds were available each time seeds out of a 
particular treatment were taken out for experiment­
ation .
The technique used for moisture estimations is 
identical to that described in the previous chapter.
At fortnightly intervals a definite number of 
previously determined seeds were taken out of each 
I of the storage treatments. The seeds were individ­
ually weighed, and their course of water intake 
;followed according to the method described in the 
previous c hapter.
The soaking treatment for the seeds was carried 
out at room temperature which was approximately 
constant at 17°C.
As soon as a seed had become completely hydrated
-S o ­
i t  vas plucea in moist sand àntil it had gsrminated 
and then sown in a six in< . pot. The method of 




f k) The moisture content of freshly harvested seeds.
The seeds which were used for moisture estimations 
immediately after harvesting are given in Table XIV 
together with the amount of water contained "by each 
3eed ixpr _ d as a percentage of its fresh weight.
If these figures are treated statistically a 
point emerges, which though not germane to the
bject of this chapter is of sufficient interest to 
justify digression. A negative correlation of .701 
i3 obtained between the figures for water content 
and dry matter of the seeds- In other words the 
smaller the seed the higher its water content per 
unit of dr„ matter. It has already been shown thyt 
the small seed absorbs more water per unit of dry 
weight during hydration than the large seed, and it 
has also been shown that the small seed has a smaller 
water holding capacity than the large seed when 
placed in the same storage conditions. It has been 
te i ' tat the g it al 301 i g ca£ ac 1 ’g
per unit of dry weight of 'the small seed as compared 
to the large seed is clue to the greater dryness of 
the former having in some wag affected the state of 
the colloids of the small - The new finding
however does not 1 ;nd support to this hypothesis. 
Rather does it support the alternative suggestion 
previously .iade that tr-e small seed is an immature 
seed and that therefore the seed constituents are 
neither chemically nor physically similar to the
TABLE XI . Moisture content of seeds immediately 
after harvesting and "before storage.















7 6 . 1 . 2 2 .5 6 4
3 8 . 1 . 5 2 .3 6 5
3 . 1 .4 1.944
6 1 . 1 . 3 2 . 7 0 3
4 . 1.1 1.449
1 3 . 2 . 1 2.935
19 . 2.3 3.103
17. 2.2  1 2.192
6 . 2 . 6 2 .427
3 . 2.5 .946
6 0 . 3 . 6
53. 3.1  | tu
2 6 . 3 . 5 3.4931 *3.4  ‘ 1.924
6 . 3 . 3 3.0 63
74. 4.3 3.019
72. 4.4 .471
37. 4.5 2 .483
2 9 . 4 . 6 2.649
6 . 4.1 1.636
4 8 . 5 . 6  1 2.290
51. 5.3  i 2.236
54 . 5.1 2 . 2 1 0
43 . 5.4  1 2.334
25 . 5.5  1 .733
4 9 . 6 . 1 2.013
52. 6.5
2.13352 . 6.4  [
3 8 . 6 . 3 .982
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constituents of the big seed. It is a. well-known
--- seed matures and develops the chemical 
changes which go on are accompanied "by a progressive 
loss of water. Generally speaking therefore it is 
reasonable to assume that the fresh seed with a high 
water content is a less mature seed than that with a 
lower water content. he may therefore conclude that 
e higher water absorbing capacity per unit of dry
natter of small seeds as comp *ed to tl leavie
 is is due to the relative immaturity of the small
'seed. This immaturity probably expresses itself as 
a difference in the chemical and physical structure 
of the. colloids of the seed, having very different 
properties than the colloids of more nature . is.
Two of these properties would appear to be a high 
water absorbing capacity but a low rater holding 
pbv:e r.
(b) The effect of storage conditions on the
hydration of the seed.
The results obtained for the hydration of seeds 
of different treatments have been condensed as far 
as possible but it has been found necessary neverthe­
less, to prese it the data, in ft 11 so that the 
evidence available shoulc. be as complete as possible 
Tal 1 - . XVa, XVb, XV . Vd, and VI, giv the figures 
obtained for the Sulphuric Acid and Calcium Chloride 
treatments of both hi_; . and low temperature. In 
rable XVII the figures for weight before so... ' 
water absorbed,’ time to commencement of hydration, 
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averted for each of the storage classes at each 
experimental period (date of soaking) a d froi f’- 
average figures the figures for «y» a 3 y/t a 
obtained. " is the amount of water absorbed per
unit of dr: weight and y/t is the amount of water 
absorbed per unit (of dry weight per unit of time.
The two sets of seeds stared over Water were 
- gi to act as controls to the Sulphuric Acid
and Calcium Chloride sto age cl   In spite of
precautions taken the seeds store.' over at jr be 
very heavily infected by a 101 n 3 which was identified 
is one of the Pénicillium species. In view of this 
ther»s two storage classes were discarded early on 
i n the expe riment.
In spite of the care taken in randomization 
Tables XVa, XVb, XVc , and XVd show that tl jre is a 
marked variation in the weight of the experimental 
This is understandable in view of the fact 
that the variation between seeds of different pods 
is greater than the variation of seeds within the 
pod as was shown in the last chapter. It would 
not have been correct however to place all the seeds 
of one plant for instance in one storage treatment
and all the seeds of another plant in anot 
treatment since it has been shown that a. greater 
: of ' _h~ ' " ' ' st een seeds of one
plant and seeds of another plant than bet’ sen seeds 
of the same plant. If the seeds of one plant were
more mature than the seeds of another plant, there 
would exist a constant error in the comparisons 
hetween one storage treatment and another. The 
randomization method adopted, though obviously not 
perfect, is claimed to b tter than fhe alter-..4:: 
From what is already known regarding the reaction of 
the seed as relatei to its size, we know that the 
differences in the weight of the seeds n ie still
 i ' 3ve aft idjuatment for water content, will
be responsible io so ii fferences in the 3 ' "ion 
of the seeds. This source of error has 3en 
overcome to some ext t b\ taki ig the av ’age
  'or the ;ed of eacl . t- rag3 on 33 it 3
rimental period. Examination of Table XVII 
will show that the variation in the average 'figures 
for dry seed weight is much less than id v 
individual figures for dry = ed Lght of Ta' 3 
XV a, b, c, and d, are considered.
IN Tabl3 XVT are given the moisture contents of 
seeds of each of the four storage classes for each 
of the experimental dates. The moisture content 
of the seeds of any one storage ’las3 at any one of 
the dates of soaking is repress t bj the a - r 
oisture content of three seeds. T figu ■ 
for oi -tore content are included in Table XVII.
ii atior of the moisture content figur j in
Tabl e XVIr 1 0 j that 1 anj an :i" i0 " "  
mentation the seeds which had been stored in
Sulphuri • acid at high temperature contain less
„84-
moisture t an the seeds of any other storage class. 
This conforms to the generally accented fact that
‘
Sulphuric acid is a stronger dehydrant than Calcium 
chloride. Further it is clear from the figures 
that in either case a high temperature favours 
dehydration of seeds more than a low temperature.
While on the subject of oistui  te ts ttention
must be given to a phenomenon vmicL would appear 
to be significant. The moisture content of the 
seeds over concentrated Sulphuric acid at high 
temperature on the 1/th of November was 4-.9̂  of the 
seed weight, and that on the 30th of November was 
5- : A similar rise though not 30 0reut is shown
by seeds stored over Calcium eholride at high 
temperature. It might be argued that this rise in 
moisture content is purely accidental and due to 
some differences in the two batches of .seed on which 
moisture estimations were made. If this were the 
case the existence of the same phenomenon in both 
Calcium Chloride and Sulphuric acid taking place at 
the same time would have to be regarded as a 
coincidence. This is lighly improbable since there 
is nothing in the figures of the seeds used for ti e 
moisture estimations (c.f. Table XVI) whi ' 0 1
suggest that the rise was due to some differences in 
the batches of three seeds each. The only difference 
that could be put forward is that in the case of 
Sulphuric acid storage t seeds used for the moistur3 
estimation on the 30th of November wer . allej i
-85-
Lght than the seeds used for the moisture 
estimation on the 17th of November. But it has 
already been shown that the small seed has a smaller 
water holding capacity than a big seed. In this 
case we find the smaller seed Molding more water than 
the big seed even though the dehydrating action has 
3 sn goi g on ro .. for* t , in ' .
this the rise in moisture content of seeds stor 
p v e r  Sulphuric Acid and Calcium Chloride at high 
temperature after six v  3 s storage,must be con­
sidered significant. ether this rise continues
as storage proceeds is not known since moisture 
content figures are not available for the last 
experimental period. T] is is in moisture content 
is not apparent in either the seeds stored over 
Sulphuric acid at }.ow temperature or Calciurn 
chloride at low temperature.
A f it ■ of lig t1y greate • omplexity is found 
in the water intake per unit of y .’eight ("y"} 
figures. Examination of the My" figur .
Table XVII will show that in the case of seeds 
stored over Sulphuric acid at high temperature the 
amount of water absorbed per unit of dry weight 
increases with time of storage rea hing a i 
in the fourth week. A fortnight later t is a
marked drop in the same figure followed by a rise a 
fortnight later still (i.e. eight weeks after the 
commencement of storage). This increase is main­
tained in the tenth v - k .
-86»
Fig. XXI.
Changes in time of the amount of. water absorbed 
per unit of dry weight by seeds subjected to 
four different storage treatments.
Fig. XXII.
Changes in time occupied in hydration of seeds 
subjected to four different storage treatments.
Exactly the same trend is shown by the 'h 1 
figures for the seeds stored over Calcium Chloride 
at high temperature, The seeds stored over 
Sulphuric ac id at low temperature show a rise to a 
maximum after six weeks storage and thereafter a 
rail hut no second rise as in the case of the two 
high temperature, storage treatments. The seeds 
stored over Calcium chloride at low temperature show 
a steady rise all the way through in the amount of 
water absorbed per unit of dry weig 1 3xee t for a 
slight c !' a the ;ight] !7‘- . e f ati x :.
are graphically represented Eig XXI.
In Table XVII a column of figures entitled 
" orreet ti to coi )3 h } IrationH is given.
It will be ' it.; H  t ’ i
last chapter and was de i J   ti s actually
taken for the seed to hydrate. The figures given
i Tal 3 ' XVII a - iges   ias lr ..
explained earlier in this section. These figures
that ; “ sase ‘ tor e v Sulphuric
g d Ca3 g Chloride at low temperature tl
time t 3 ’o hj ’ation i gradually wit!
increase in time of storage. Se ds stor 3 ov
Sul phi ' 3 a id 1 igh t % . d' ff' i n that a
•al] How a initial increase in time of hyc. tioi
and the fall is. followed by a second rise. The 
Calcium chloride treatment at igh t pe 'atuj ; . 
to have the same effect except that thei is -
eond rise These featu . tl yc tio time
I
Weeks e  10
Fig. XXIII.
Changes in time of the amount of water absorbed 
per unit of dry weight per unit of time by seeds 
subjected to four different storage treatments.
figures are clearly seen in the graphs of Fig. XXII
The "y" and the corrected time to complete 
hydration figures are both embodied in the y/t 
figures of Table XVI1. The y/t figure (water intake 
per unit of dry weight per unit of time) may there­
fore be called the efficiency index figure of the 
seeds. The two high temperature classes show 
violent fluctuations in their y/t figures (c.f. Fig. 
XXlll), There is however one essential difference 
between the Sulphuric acid class and the Calcium 
chloride class at high temperature, and that is that 
whereas the former class shows two maxima with a 
very definite drop after the second maximum, the 
latter class has no drop after the second maximum. 
There would seem to be a lag in time of the Calcium 
chloride high temperature class behind the Sulphuric 
Acid high temperature class. The form of the 
graphs of the.two low temperature classes are 
essentially similar. They reach a maximum efficiency
after a month of storage and thereafter graduallydiffer
decrease. These two graphsnfrogi that of the Calicium 
chloride high temperature class in that they do not 
show a second rise.
There would therefore appear to be a graduation in 
the intensity of effect in given time of these
four storage treatments on seeds. Storage over 
Sulphuric Acid at high temperature seems to have the 
greatest effect followed by Calcium Chloride at high 
temperature, while the two low temperature 
treatments have least effect.
The figures above discussed present a great deal
of food for t aught. The validity of the figures
■ ' tioned It is known that there is
a great deal of i lerent variation in "ho ■-■aterial
used. It '0LiJ.1t. be argued that the phenomena
idicated are no more than the nat oh rarlation
exist between one sample ov' a - ' .
This is at onee admitted, but the fact t lat t
course of the changes for each of the storage
classes is uniform for each of the hydrat ion figures
considered, and further the essential similarity of
’igures in the two high tempe t   and tl
ti o low temperature classes, leads to the conclusion
that the phenomena are due to the treatment of the
seed and not to variation inherent in the seed.
In the discussion of these provisional results
it must be borne in mind that this field of seed
investigation has beer, untouci - - far as is known
to the present writer. There is therefore no
background into which the thesis here presented can
be fitted, and the suggestions male as to the possible
causes of the phenomena above indicated are made
with Us. he Ip of facts wained, fro. similar invest-
igation. on >hy i 3 il : y ho oge jous olloid
A fact b•‘•ought o”t early in this section was that
the four storage treatments were very definitely
graded in their dehydrating efficiency, The order
from greatest to lowest efficiency wasi-
I Sulphuric Aci i_h te per̂ t'. re.
IT Calcium Chloride high temperature.
Ill Sul 1 ■ ' Ail h 1’ t
-90-
I V  Calcium Chloride lor temperature.
F ther it hee i pointe3 o it t at f e lag itu3 . 
of the effect produced on the seed as measured by 
the amount of change in hydration characteristics, 
also varies from ore storage treatment to the other. 
Ti ■ o fro greatest to least effect is exactly
the sa . as that gi io . d __t i sfficie
It would be a reasonable inference therefore, that
V e lehy iratioQ efficiency of t] . storag h eat nt
is ?spo sible for the amoi t of chang ' give
in ' ation behaviour of the s The . . good
grounds for doubti g owev t r i- matter is
3 this. The oistu ec tents of seeds
stored over Calcium Chloride and Sulphuric Acid at
it : io not 3how a g:..adual fall in ti.
to a c o n t it figure as rould 1...  L ~ but if t
an initia] gradual fall a rise ta es plac This
woul 3 i :: ate t! at eitl er icist îolding
L ty of ti ad 3hanged o : t at t o
iehyd ; t had beco e sudd \ less efficient tl
altering the equilibrium between seed and dehydrant 
and that the equilibrium was ../; : r :... tored hy a
slight ydi at i o i oft 3 see . Ti re .a o ’ea son
to believe that the dehydrant had in fact become 
1 ..... p >w . rful . It is ... 3¿¡ted the f 3 t at 1
la at io sf the is noiature
0 t 1 of seeds stored at high t.... itu !... t at
oisti olding Gai  i .. o ti seed ha ....
in oti ds sc fundamental change bad taken
J  O-
place in the aul st of t] se d. This change
Lght a hange in the at ture of t'
olloi ' Tj j drying fficiency of Si Jphuri keid
and Calcium•Chloride at low temperature is not as 
at .... . t ig] t p ratui d t1 3 reasoi
for the w  xistence of the rise in the moisture
¡ontent of t . . . 3 i "... s tc g . c 1....... is t!
t 3 2riti a3 point, at ■ : ; f  dehydration of
olio i us a hanc i 1 .... »is
tin t . to . time of these experii
To account for the changes in time of any of the 
ydratio ’igi iscussed, 0 v  : t i3 3ce
that fa .postulate other critical poi it iri the 
history of the seed during the storage period.
Pig. XXI hows fo exa 3 that in the se 0 
stored in i tl 3f t e two high temperature classe
the amount of water absorbed per unit of .dry weight
•iaes, falls and rises gai  ti ii . torag.
ro is It is suggesl i t.l at iu 1 ii g t 310: ... 
period three changes tool' place in the seed each of 
1 i ad the ff t ; 0 f t]
amount of water absorl id per u :.t of dry ’eight
atever the explanation of the phenomena above 
1 at . it >1 1 d si . at hy st -esis - ' « .
olloi . 1 a,  i Drtant part i »termining the
. rat ion behaviour ox t us seeds* • — • • -3
is aspect io of the utmost i 0 't . '0 'ut..
3 tudie r*
The t i ac tually t ‘o. tl seed to hyd ..he
las 50 this s 3c tio 3a 1 ioi to
torag ! tment o f tl 3 seed, but 0thing has 
3 t beer 2,1 d regarding tl f f e c t 0 f s 101 a upon 
the initial soaking io luri 0 i
weight of the .. 3 es plac T i . Mti . to
tnt of h; ati01" v . fi and T scuss 
in the previous chapter.
Tl ' .. figures fot this period ... gi
Tal 3 = XVII ?oi 5 to ... ! 1  . . eacl cp . i
period. It will be noted that this period is no.- 
xistft t a fortnight i.f t t 0 ;i 31-
in t two low temperature c la as , v, i] : t i .
art t at 13 .. ontb ■ -13. storage
in the same two alas ¡es. Ex: 1 ati on of tl
.. ■ .. on tent figure on ¡ponding to the M ti
toco oe t of ydration" figures, pill 
t at the sisture content of the seeds has to
below 20$ of the weight of the seed before the
period between beginning of soaking and commencement 
of hydration appears.
The course of tl . i a .. in "time to eommence- 
J: of hydration" for each storage class . e 
wranhic- 11v in Fig. XXIV. These graphs show thatj»- *
■ : th t xceptio 0 t . Cal cium Chlorid
temperature class, the course of changes are similar. 
There is however one import liff
: - cla .... all 1 ' ' a i ..s t 0 a ax i u ti 
commencement of hydration followed l.̂ ter by a decrease 
in t int rval ‘ . aximu 3
ii the ■ .. . of the Sulpht i ' ' temperatui
-02-
hydration by seeds subjected to four different 
storage treatments.
- o i ~
y  J
than in tpe case of the tv?o low tewoera tu re classes*
r;i 1 is' i . 1 - Lag i time of the ffect
the two low temperature classes he] 3 tl ti - 
high temperature classes, "But what is the reason 
for the decrease ir t i terval to com ce t of 
Iratioi aft a axi um reached? It is to he
fou Tah3 XV i,b,c, and d. Examination of
t] _ _ s Ta 3 ow that a ni her of the . ids o f t3 e
temperature classes showed cracks in their coat 
either before or after soaking began towards the 
■ 3 o ? t 3 3 to rag period. Thes ?eds ere o
course discarded hut the possibility remains that 
see " Lc] p or a3 3 with no cracks
may have had in fact small cracks which could not he 
detected. These small cracks would act as channels 
for water thus quickening ~ oi . t of h} iratio l.
The largest proportion of cracked seeds acurred in 
the Sulphuric V" L ; igh temperature, while none 
ocurred in the low temperature classes. It is 
suggested that the cracking of the seed coat is due 
to the stresses set up in the seed coat as a result 
of strong detg ¿ration .
Thr Carbon Dioxide and Air Storage treatments 
produced no results of outstanding significance. The 
0f t] ■ k. treatments suffered the same fate 
as the se ds of the hater treatments; shortly
after storage began they were all attacked by 
Penicillin:« an d  had to he discarded. T . in
:he two Carbon Dioxide tr at t hanged gradually
in colour from the light green of the freshly
harvested seed to a uniform chocolate ' brown, the
process being more rapid at high temperature than at
low temperature. The explanation may possibly be
that the browning is a result oi f . action of tl 3
products of a' ie: -hie respi *ation on the seed coat.
(c) The effect of seed storage on the growth of 
the resulting plant.
On Table XVIII are given the details in brief of 
: hich germinated and produced pi a t i a id
the seeds which did not germinate of each of the
Sulphuric Acid and Calciui Chloride ti 
EXa 1 lation of tills table will show that, of the 
pli ts now growing, eight originated from seeds 
stored over Calcium chloride af low temperature, 
four 0 Si 3 ; iu: i a L I at low temperature, one 
from Calcium chloride at high temperature and none 
fro Sul uri acid at ligh temperature. This 
order is exactly the reverse of that indicated in 
previous section for dehydration•state of the 
tissue of the seeds under each.of the storage . . 
condi tior T ' . latter order was also the order
of greatest to least effect on the colloids of 
the seeds. It would appear therefore that a
storage t r :„t’ or*: r, Lrh has the greatest effect on 
the colloids of the seed is least suitable for the 
production of good seed, and from .this we come to 
the conclusion that hysteresis of too . loldoxd
has. a marked effect on the germination of the seed 
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This conclusio . is further supported "by consider­
ation of the number of seeds which produce seedlings 
and the fate of these seedlings of the two lew temp­
erature classes. There were ten seedlings from 
the Calcium chloride low temperature class and ® ight 
from the Sulphuric acid low temperature class. This 
itself is an insignificant difference, but only 
two 'ling later died'from the Calcium chloride 
class while four of t.3 : Sulphuric acid class died.
The majority of deaths in seedlings was due to 
attack by Thielavia species. The figures suggest the 
greater vigour of seedlings produced from seeds 
stored over Calcium chloride at low temperature, and 
this greater vigour is shown in the greater resistance 
to parasitic invasion. It will be remembered that 
storage of seed., over Calcium chloride at low 
temperature is not so drastic as measured by the 
effect on the colloid as storage over Sulphuric Acid 
at lov temperature. 1 s ' ' : ' ¡ffeet on the
colloid ' admittedly - all, ! i t even this small 
difference it is submitted could account for the 
difference in the vigour of the seedlings produced 
from seed., of the two storage classes.
One or t c of the Carbon bioxide seeds stored at 
low temperature germi tated w en placed in moist sand 
,v. • f. i to ... 3, but otl r\ ise
stored in Carbon Dioxide .either at high or low 
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A negative correlation of ,701 is obtained 
be ti the .. ter content 3 dry .. 11 r - f
hly harvested seed This is .. . 3 3
—  good evidence for c„' ' 1 - _• the small seed 
_n immature seed.
Evidence ' p .a ited to ‘shov that hyster sis 
of the 3 solloids play . ' porta t p a ’t
3 terminir g tl . hyd at ioi t ehavl ?U3 of J'n e 
seeds.
Tl s ini ti al - oad ing p iod during hip]
i ise ii . iglit of th . 3 ta] e p] a : :
istant so 3o g as the oistu 
itei t of the seeds is al o ”0 . of the
weight of the seed. With decreasing moisture 
t tl period 3 gther to .. iaxi ui
t! sreafter shortening rapidly as dehydration
- - It is shown that the decrease in 
«• time to commencement of hydr " is 
probably due to tl .... of small ¡racks
oat wl ic.1 ould not be detected. 
<j] i dtor„ of the seed is . ~' to a1 s a
predetermining influence on its germination 





The researches described in the previous chapters 
though diverse in nature have all had as their aim 
the elucidation of the problem defined in the general 
ii '■ rc iuctio to the tl ssis. Tl nroblem as there 
outlined co is ted  ̂ t o .' .. t ':1' = : . J- - ri|
Lied the ' ‘ rmi itio of the lechanism of water 
ii tal e by the 3eeds of Vicia Faba. and the 3 ond par 
3one 3 the fac to re licl ::i' t tl at cha i .
Tl oonelusio ached   result of the exp
its described are suffici ltly indi ative to per 'J 
tl e formi 1 it ion of .. lypotl 3,is At the sai : time tm
would conveniently bring togetl to 01 e pi :tui tl s
main points made in the thesis.
tal picture of the early stages of '
0nv0yed by the work here reported i ay be
: .  ̂ 3 c -• -> 3 f0] - ow within tb it
half-hour of soaking, tl .. sori-eg â our.t
of water as indicated by the slight increase in
. .. by Nel on 3 acs >t (1933)
hat i tl ' 90 co if the . . 3 oo i ig into 301 tac
■ 11 it . tl 13 ai slit c3 0 ses . Tl i ol a rvatioi 
has been confirmed and must be due as these workers 
t to 51 c■'1 1 0i lal swelli of one layer working 
r lay •- 3oes 01 3n M Tl ?re
he 16 doubt that part of the small increase in the 
first lf-hour of oaking is due to the hyd itioi 
0f tho se pali 3 oel 1 - 0 ‘ it}- ' ' of ths 1 il
■ t but t er' ....,! .0 t e 0 30 ibt 0 t:
0f capillary water or the seed :oat
99
xamoved by the drying ',pcthods u ,ed *bsfor s : gh! ng
11 *' ’ 3 wa1 is 21 3 ionstrat 1
by tl pid tuj of anhydroa
Si lphat prinkl I on tt s at :f of a "dri 3n
- 0at# polio ing tl is , aln ' i t ■ al i ta s of
- • - arely xc is .005 -. the: 3 usual!
of inac tivi ty uring whicl o J' ~ rues
to the ..." T _ riod ... b . □1 o to vary
considerably ’ro . 3 tc   Tl s vidence
clearly is that : '■ do 101 xi s t .. t all if the e ed
oi tu ■ o tent of ore tl .. 20/?, 'but i '. tl.
ox s tu content f '■ . le gt! " the pe
asea to maxi mu i and t 5 . . '. 3   . . .
Soon - 0 lat followin'? oi the cl as ■ 0f oapil 1 an ■
binding, a second phase sets in during which the
;esd in. in weight ve ry gradually. ’h 1 ;
second has oincide with t appearance 0f
rinkle in a localiz .. = a of tl ! ta. Tl
phenomenon of localized absorptioi of wain r by tl 
testa ... show by . fol Sing of the latter ii 
: i t is one wmicl :juire a good d
0 ■ fj irtl i res ti atic Tl . &b: tiion
the seeds derived from any one pod have their areas 
of localiz il sorptior in one 0f tc 0 loci; is 
j_-  -  - ti ; i that it sugg 3 1 3  . 1 : 1 .. : .. :ommo 
to all seeds in a pod but not common to all pod 3 on
p2 .. t . Tl is na ows t L 3l 3 0 ' fu tu • iuiry
I bring f thf qu tion uggested by Nelsoi (19261
that the rel tion 1 i f seed to containing pod is
100.
important in determining the intake of ter by L
seed ii _ fi 1 Tl . loc al : ' 3Welli
increases in size though not necessarily equally in
 ̂ ' o Fo ta .. seed may begin to
t o -hilar eriphery but are!
1 ?d area extend on either side of the eeef*
it usually ' t 1 s along the *i ph?ry. The.
ocess whi 1 is acco p= ie i ty .. n o
■
live increase in weight of the seed, proceeds until 
the testa in the region of the micropyle becomes 
y 3 .. ted Up to this point t i opyl.. r : . al
3xte ling ' oi -tl ... Lor to the pocket which
contains the r idicl e of tl bryo, has i clos 
owing to th walls of tl 3 _.f > :. g \  p -
L0 ' .L As soot .... the tissu - ur oui 13 .. t!
canal become hydrated the walls separate, and with 
the opening of the micropylar canal there is initiated 
pha in hyd ation of ;reatl' in3rea ed rate of 
atef intake. The large body of water which now 
nters the seed loe so through the micropyle a., a 
ult of the elastic pressure developed in the test; 
tending to smoothen out the latter. During the
rinkling proc the i ?as in vol  3 of the
seed is far from proportional to the amount of water 
th< seed. If it is ssuraed tl at prior 10 
hydration the 'e3sure c 11 e 1 13 al it 3 there 0f 
the . - atmospheric, the increas in volu
during wrinkling must be accompanied by a marked
tion of pressure within the se 1 T ougl not
^ — ^1— ^ B H M B W I
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\previously suggested it is quite possible that the 
suction lorce thus developed, also helps to draw water 
through thé micropyle. As more and more water is 
drawn through the micropyle the folds in the testa 
S h.lly disappear» 1 :p to the t i me of ooenih0, ofjr o
the micropyle the only portions of the cotyl loi 
which appear fo have hydrated* as indicated by the 
change in colour, are those portions immediately 
under the troughs of the - rirdrled r 3 tact
with free liquid the cotyledons hydrate and expand 
rapidly. Thu ^ ro ylar opening . nts free 
water t.o the cotyledons which then behave in just 
the same way as when dissected out and presented with 
i n itro. The phase of large increases in 
hourly weigh t 0 f the whole seed gradually merges into 
PInal ha o t t ■ . ■ ; ° _ . : ■ ; i
increments of weight each oi1 progressively decreasing 
¡amount until the seed becomes fully hydrated.
The above hypothesis is based on the results of 
researches described in the four preceeding chapters, 
and in the view" of the writer is the only one which 
would account for the phenomena observed. Some of 
t] e hy] ot] sis riouslj put forward by other workers 
are in direct conflio t. w i t h t h a t 0 f f ered here, wh i 1 e 
others differ only in detail. It beco ry
therefore to discuss the results and hypotheses of 
these workers in the light of the conclusions reached 
in this thesis.
Mention must first be made of the work of Nelson
,n d ! ,c ■.. : ■ (3 9 33 ) c s t h e " o ■ ’k h e r epo r t e d i
concei s wit the ae ateri 3 as the e workers
 pio e Phey u 'i ze the i r f in !
î " T  le eel lism o f  ■ t e: in ta
the seed of Broad Bean is not simp! : hut involves i t
1 t two  c] nis ns I oin t of ti ne the fis t ;
t io oft] icol 1 o i of the testa; thi i
followed by o motic ’ take of m  ter throt the
Sniper his tremi ... of 4-1 e test ti e o bo tic 13.y
ac ti vs ubst he i ;■ redu c ir u r 'o rm ; 1 f o "
ca hoi y ir t e not in the mmbryo itself. The >as . ige
o the : ter t h r o u nh oe r t.r  uch the mi s r o r Is
• -i lit ■' tot igni f i c n t if it take s pi ; c 3
4. n n ¡i E t i e it th t th hyoo t1 :
gxnre Sd in the above passage is ha ic .13 y qui te
jiff J" fro that foi— 3 t ~ ~n result of the woh
., ..... Ac c o r I ing to the lat te w t i n t î
3ed is the ’ ult of only o......  hani m id th J_
: eolio id hy iratioi el sor n 3 I c.y.... co isider
t colloid imbibition oí  ir ./ the w inkli ;
period it i I e b ?g i to iis : p ear 4
fr  n ■ ui c bet  the te r ind cotyledons
30 the se con o oti c c i - ■: n to op  t e ,  The
aope trance of water under the testa nnd the
t.. • • , . out 0f the fo3 i of t test is 1 ov
to he coni eg ce of ;.....»pe.nir ' of r': icropyl
2 l pite of t enee of p iotically
t i v Tannin md possibly 3 t. 1
eert ini not duci... su ;ar‘¡ the writer cannot
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noeiii . of ' ter "bei g i .... 1 thro the hydrated
te sta, w lieh —  Lttedly is a semipermeahle membrane 
n  to .. point, w3 '■ La por. which o ’f 3 no
re3i3tance ’to tne passage of water» The tar ins
•1 i' sub'sta Pound ' e te ..t . ... robabl
the produc t of ’ taboli 1 ang 33 dur-ir the
processes of the seed.
i _ i (1930) agtees with Nelson and FaQsween 
1 933 1 ' 30 f as he tat es th.. t " Ir . 1 hat
lan nicht den Eindruck, 1 äs in der Hilar region ein
spezifi.s . .... ' 0 :  gar 3 i w t . 11 1
atat.es 1 Für die Mikropyle ist diese Funktion
t i T ' t a ulmeh t 1 He li aag howeve
tating t] at the e.ehai ist ’ ich i aws water into the 
i3 pu sly of lolloid hydratio Using
uninus albus, ar.d Pisum sativum as experimeatal 
at. . ial , ?ri i : ib tl e surves he ol taine 1
Lghtofseed a.3 thos
isti of physi lly hornog   3n
bodic..;. He weighed individual seeds at 1,2,3,4 and
9 hours after the commencement of soaking nd found 
all as 3- t at 13 3 initial inc ase i Lgl t 01: 
he seed ... atest :
jases be .... a iu al ly 3 mal lei un til the cu r
eventually became•flat, In the course of general 
eacriptiott of fl e sxte a3 ipp .. of tl se
ring yd-rat : on 1 3 say . " . i 3 ûellti
araens der Lupine wie a u c h  and . Leguminösen fallt
langst be . te Tatsa 3 auf, lass lie Sa . sei al e
in . h i l be Fa.1 ‘.... Lgt, îlohe
im Ve.rlauf 1er .. Stunde ' schwinden.”
In f ac t hi . L Lghi sur .. ft the. connu
ment of soaking was taken t] ; 1 kl ' oro
had al ;ady . . i had 1 og . . i ~ f o r
about half an hour. The recuits of the exrorinents 
d ; sc ib i in Chapter III show ai the 3 *inkli g
process follows the opening of the micropylar canal 
■ roug ' ■' cl a 3 .. g€ 1 o 3y of water is drawn into
the see/ . The ¡ua s there gi of tl e Lgl t
a ... of individual see'1 . ov at . ....
opening of the micropyle the seed increases in weight 
.. idly, nd indee3 the curve of this secon3 
sa of the hydrating seed of Vicia Faha b ars a 
very arl i esemblance to the cur e vhi 
gsheim gives as representing the increas in weight 
of a s 3d of I [>j us alhus, from the air dry 
condition, to complete dratior.. Tvese 
considerations lend us to the conclusion therefore 
t] at tl iiv sence between the results given in
this t is and t os en by P ir sheirr is 3ue to
the letter's f ilure to upgre ci te significance
jf the course of ight inc . . of the 1 during 
the hydration stag-- immediately prior to the onset 
0 f  ■ inkli Tl ! . io bt tl at tl
t results have bee iir tly 3ponsible E*:
the differenc3s : tle elu ions : sac .1.
pi ;ure3 given by Nob be (1876) for the weight 
increase of Broad Bean seeds ( "Puffboh.ne" ) confirm
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" 5U l  t s  g i v e r  i n  c h a p t  i E l l . H 3} o v s
' — 1 n „ " c r e a s e  i n  i h t  o f  t h e  . 3d i v e r y
' i c l  l a t e  i n c r e a i  0 3 i  3 -al 1 y ... 3 
- -  3$ sea ag .... T h i s  worl  0w ev : 3
no r e f e r e n c e  to th e  m e ch a n is m  c a u s i n g  t h e s e  c h a n g e s ,  
c r  (3 i : '0 ) v r. r u i n g  wi.t l  =as ok s to the
01 3l u  i o n  t i t  » d i e  W a s s e r a u f n a h m e  ..............  z u n a c h s t
•i f u g i g  i  i , lai ... i s  u a
l i e  3I i Led !i u  ’ i ' t
t  . c l u  s io i  i ve 3 . a t  b y  Ifobbe and the  p r e s e n t  
w r i t e r .  D tr ° ' a l s o  3 p p o r t s  the  c o n t e n t i o n
p u t  f o r w a r d  t h a t  the  M i c r o p y l e  p l a y s  an i m p o r t a n t  
t i i  1 a b s o r p t i o n  w a t e r  hy  s e e d s ,  t h o u g h  he 
does  n o t  Li l ie ...1 J‘ a?] a t  t  g in t l  ).ro 3 . o f  
i r a t i o r  th 1 opy 1 0 ■ i t  i s  h o w e v e r
c s o a r y  to d r a w  a t t e n t i o n  to t fa  t  t h a t  D e t m e r ’ s 
m e th o d  o f  a r r i v i n g  a t  t h i s  c o n c l u s i o n  i s  n o t  a b o v e  
• He d e s c r i b e s  h i s  e x p e r i m e n t  as f o l l o w s
"O ne  M i a s e o l u s  se 1 ( a ) ,  i s  compl t e l *  im m ers ed  i r  
1 '■ 3 ■ ( b j  ...... n .. 1, . 3 p o ..s i b l  ■
to ( a )  i n  w e i g h t ,  i s  f i x e d  i n  a s u i t a b l e  m a n n e r  on a 
■ e e d l e ,  a p i a  i w a t e r  s u c h  a way t h a t  the
Y i i  Lry a r a t u s  i s  n o t  w e t t e d .  I f  we w e i g h t  a f t e r  
f  . } o u r s >  : - ■ • ■ 1 .... ’ (...) has t  ken up
a co a l y  l a r g e  q u a n t i t y  o f  w a t e r ,  wl L i e  ( l  )
has absorbed b u t  l i t t l e . »  ■ e t h o d  i s  s u b j e c t  to
two v e r y  io i  i t i  i  s I n  th e  f i r s t  p l a c e  the
s u r f - c e  a l  3 i n  co t a c t  w i t h  wat I s  i t  the sum;




into account tbs possible intake of water through the 
hilum proper.
" attirole and Buscalioni (1892) working  it] a
number of different Papilionaceous seeds 20 3 ided
that water entered the seed t rough the hilar groove
and Micropyle, while Plafflin (1897) considered that
■
though water doer th.-’ig": the hilar groove if
is very limited in amount, and that the greater body 
of water which enters the seed goes through the 
micropyle which opens and closes according to 
external conditions. Eberhart (1906) who p 
worked on Leguminous seeds is of the opinion that 
the water enters the seed through the micropyle.
I the G-r-h„ mi leae there also appears to he a point 
of easy,, penetration at the germinal end of the 
grain. For instance Schroder (1911) showed that 
Osmic acid and Iodine penetrated the basal end of 
the grain first, and suggests that the phenomenon 
may be explained in one of two ways. It may either 
be due to localized entry of these substances at the 
rmiral end or to an increasing impermeability of 
the coverings from the basal to the apical end of the 
wheat grain. Gollins (1918) ai i out ’•••’ •
'perime t witl f' barley grain with a view to 
determining the mechanism of water intake. His 
■ c : _■ iments showed that waxing u tl 3 germinal end 
of the grain retarded considerably the rate of water 
intake, and that entr„ 0 iodine into . no --a. •.ey 
grain is not general and uniform over the whole
surface Tout is localized at the "basal end of the 
grain. - so 3lud \  3 jp i ig »i' p ~ iena
• ussed justify the conclusion that the micropyle 
is the point of rapid ’ a .« it is very doubtful 
however whether a microp^ 1 e o s xist in t: ai
' ■' total icallj tl ' eat gr^in is a fruit, ^nd
the xternal covering of the grain cv 3ists of '■Vie 
fruit wall in which there exists no "break such as i 
found in the integuments of the developed ovule. It 
is fairly clear therefore that a micropyle as such 
does not exist in the grain of grasses, and that the 
rapid intake "by the grain of "barley at tl gertnin 3 
jnd us.t be a r y pe al"... a in the pericarp of 
the grain. B 3Wi (193  ̂■ using seeds of ho linn 
nerenne falls into the s m rror when he comes to 
the conclusion that the earlisst ah orptioi tak 
place through the micropjaLe. According to this 
worker the water entering in this way diffuses 
upwards to a certain extent and at the higher level 
causes the endosperm to sw«13 which in its turn 
3 the uti ul . a ml r a e t h ' iuci ng
 1 te. L g at thi 3 lig a 3 ve3
diffuses upw i is lig tLy and caus permeabi}|g
 t a ati11 higher level, ■1 us Brown co n aiders tha t
I there is a progressive extension upwards of the
a of 1 so ption induced by the sligl t....
diffusion of water.
■The findings of these workers are interesting in 
that they show that in two V idely sep 'at '
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fai as the T ;n i o_sae a '! Qra n rae, tb
mechanism of water int ike by tl s eed of one '"as 
points of very close resemblance to the mechanism 
of water intake by the fruit of the other. Though
tl ere can be no micropyle in the latter tl 
nevertheless appe ira to be „ - area ' " v a .fid 
intake at the ger inal 1 i:h is exactly the end 
of the leguminous seed at which the micropyle is 
situated. While the permeable area at the base-of 
rain appe 3 to j - mt o 1 indrance to the 
a . ag c f Iodii a d 0 ic id, f 0 - number of
other substances dissolved in water it seems to be 
highly selective. Undei a ii.gcus.sion which will be 
mb&rked upon later, reference will be made to some 
3ds whicl seem erith r to have no micropyle or a 
icropyi protected below by a very efficient 
;e mine m e  ble layer.
In the me untine reference must be -tads to two 
hypotheses which have been put for1 3 .... a res 1 t of 
- Leg inoi seeds. The most recent of thss: 
is that formulated by Hamly (1932). It ..rose out 
of work on the phenomenon of ’hardness in tb ' 
of aweet 3lov lilotus Alba). Ha Ij iisti lguisfy
30ft fra ' ha 3 ds bj soaki g a sample in 
•Osmic acid, which rapidly penetrates permeable area, 
of the coat. He found that in soft seeds tl . 
■permeable center is invariably the strophible, and 
that the permeability in this region is due to the
splitting apart of the elongated palisade cells.
He obtained siti.lur res-0 ts v-ith seeds of other
"’old ju ... The present writer has indeed
noticed that in only a very small proportion of the 
seed of V'icia ffuba experimented with, hydration had 
started at the strophiole, but the great majority of 
seeds had other looi of commencement of hydration.
It is quite apparent that the results obtained w i th 
Vicia i*aba cannot be explained on the basis of 
Hamly's strophiole hypothesis.
In researches concerned chiefly with the 
semipermeability of the seed coats of Phae olu 
vulgaris and Lathvrus odoratua. Atkins (1909) states 
with regard to the mechanism of water intake by these 
seeds that "the forces concerned are those of 
capillarity and imbibition in -the initial stages, 
but of 'osmosis after germination." He considers 
that "seeds do not take up water by the agency of 
¡osmotic forces." Although he does not state 30 
|definitely it would appear from the graphs that he 
;ives, that Atkin's first weighing in his weight 
increase experiments of hydrating seeds was taken 
five hours after the commencement of the soaking 
period, and that his second weighing was taken 
¡twelve hours after soaking commenced. In view of 
what we now know regarding the changes that can take 
place in the weight of a hydrating seed in these 
initial stages, reasonable ttoubt may be entertained 
as to the validity 0 ’ ' ' ' 30 elusions with regard
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|to the mechanism of water intake by seeds of 
ZMseolus, a ' Lathyrus. The graphs Atkins gives are 
very similar however to those given in Chapter III, 
in that they 3how that both Bean and Pea seeds have 
tl - : phase 3 of hydration as are found for seeds 
of Vida Pa] . They have an initial phase of very 
ow intake succeeded later by a phase of very rapid 
stake, periodical incr s of which gradually 
dii inish until the stage of complete hydration is 
reached. H ioea not however indicate when wrinkl- 
Ln • commences and when dewrinkling is comolete and 
it is therefore impossible to determine whether the 
changes in external appearance of the seed which 
a 30 1 „ tl anges in weight in the seed of Vlcia
Fal . also occur in the hydrating seeds d ’ ; a eolu
and Lathyrus. But nevertheless the similarity of'
the ;rai - give Atkins and the present writer 
i n weight of seeds during hydration would 
indicate that the mechanism formulated in this thesis 
would cover the phenomena observed by Atkins.
With reference to the permeability of the seed 
coverings of -Phaseolus th ame worker states that 
there is no semipermeable ifigmbrane in bean seeds till 
| germination begins and the cell-protoplasm acts as 
such. The last part of this statement does not 
concern Us here, but the first part is a direct 
contradiction of the findings reported in Chapter II. 
In this connection Shull )1913) points out that 
Atkins "had overlooked the open micropyles," and
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Sch - 1er (1 ?11 I in . footi ote ikes tl
on, hü tl. t ... ' o n mo i t
and wit] their ic *o] 1 t  ar b orbs 3
VV ' 0 th ' r; wei ht fr o 1 O ' Sodiu Chlorid 3 
aiuti01 in t lays Atkins’ t thod oaking ti
i ou o lu ti or for 13 hour . ì t
my cono en t rat io i c 1 . t ¡n piae e i
thí o i dut io b¿ : tr t ioi thod s I
owledg3 ther< - ■ - f . y 0 ibi........ hieb
\ ' - t )lac€ in the conce n t: tien 0 f tl
01 u t i 0 r   i t roce ss 0 f hj tioï
ohabi li ty is that the icropyl oft! 3 of
obu 1 y the îe import t : rt ir hydr . ti on
as it does in Vicia Puba, and if this is in fact f 9 
■ tl *esult tl J itki obtain understand-
abl Tl 0 :i ticis ■ of S3 ”n n a d Sc1 ro 3 3 r how ve r
onlj valid up to poi t si —  it h: — >n hown
■ 0 : ! ‘ ' 2 e r tciir t
Ir hyd] tio ’ ohed rnl ■ irent  >0rt th f
S c ^ r o '  ■ r  * n m' u ^ r i  '■ cat  ivo ■ t-'1 A t1 in."*
fi ' n g i  f srabl ■ to t : ol vation ide ir
-1 = [I t a......: Is i.:me ble to
with but as hydration proceeds the testa becomes 
jen è ble . a r of the enlargement t ie
in t  ; rt ice 1 1   0 e Shull { 1 )13 ) u 3d the te s tc
of the Broad Bean and of the Scarlet Run.-er bean as
an osmotic membrane in an os' ometer, and agrees with
the views here stated that the testa is not a living 
membra:.n and : not e- ti^pv  ■ able.
n
A number of workers have reported perfect 
semipermeability for the coverings of seeds of 
other families. In the same paper as above referred 
to Shull ' . Its of experiments with the seeds
of Xa glabrati He shows that a seed of
this species which had been completely hydrated in 
water, on transference to a salt solution loses 
ater rapidly until a balance is reached between the 
forces tending to draw water into the seed and 
those tending to draw water out of the seed. He 
proves also that the testa of Xanthiurn is a perfect 
semi permeable membrane. Th . . ii g.
ter« 31i i i that they 3ho that there is no 
nicropyle in these seeds or that if there is a 
micropyle there can be no canal but a tissue lying 
behind the micropylar opening which is very highly 
selective in nature. Schroder (1911) finds that 
the covering of the wheat grain is selectively 
per 3at>ig ile Bro (1907) and Reichard (1909) 
note the same for the Barley grain.
TV , - " ' ' • fn 0 . d n ' . " "■ ■' -
confirmation of the work 01 the present writer 
concerning the changes ii 0 0 ydrating
seed. Using white _iant peas in an apparatus 
_ tially si ilar to that used for the experiments 
described in Chapter III, he 3 ^ s "We observe that 
for some time the water rises higher a 3 ig :r.
This goes on for three-quarters of an hour, or
sometimes even for an hour and a half. Then the
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'<• - time, or under some conditions
eve "or a few hours, finally again rising.“ The 
course of changes in the seed-water system as 
indicated in the above quotation, is identical to 
that observed for Vicia Fab a. De truer also agrees
with the explanation given to account for the increase 
in volume of the seed during the wrinkling stage.
i3 xplanation is given in these terms "The testa 
raises itself from the cotyledons of the seed, a 1 
between the cotyledons and seed coat are formed 
cavities filled with rarified air so that th
aggi gat -iro3 s-of the seeds a 1 at  ust
ac jsaril^ be .....i." He points out that an
 e in volume does not take, place if peas with
amage3 t stas are employed. With regard to t]
3 crease in volume which takes., place after .. axil u 
has been reached he says “this ust 1 3 referred to 
the penetration of wafer into cavities of the seeds", 
but he does not connect this penetration with the 
opyle, and nor yet does he refer to the force 
which causes the cavities to fill up with water,
Nobbe (1876) found essentially the same changes in 
volume taking place in his experiments with peas.
The second part of the problem with which 
experiments in this thesis deals is concerned with 
the factors which bear upon ti . me . ism of wat 
intake formulated in tie ; :„_-t - * k is
discussio s is a definite patiditj of pu li hoc
work on this whole part of the subject.
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What work ha3 "been done, with few exc 
not been directed specifically to tl obi of the 
03 : affecting the mechanism of wat3r irtal 
seeds.
rst probably the most important of
these factors is the maturity of the seed, 
statistical treatment of the figures given for the 
L take of a number of seeds shows that the 
- OU t of wat . abso t by ... ’ is ap roxi nately
roportional to the air dry weight.of tl j seed As 
against this however the amount of water absorbed 
per unit of air dry weight is considerably higher 
for small seeds than for large seeds. .Tones and 
Bi .on (1932) in the course of their researches 01; 
the development of the pea «eed showed that as the 
developing seed apj oacl 3 maturity tl oistu: . 
so ten! gradually falls until maturity is reached.
A survey of the moisture content of a number of h '_ 
of Vicia gaba on harve ting 1 . ’ fko k?" ’■hat
the less the fresh weight of the seed the greater 
the proportion of wak r a k u -a In fact many
of the small seeds contained water to the extent of 
70 or 80$ of their total weights, as compared to 30- 
4<yg for large seeds. It is probable therefore that 
the small seed is an "immature" seed, and that the 
difference in quality of it,. 3dloid as compared to 
the large seed is responsible for its high water 
absorbed to dry matter ratio. Detner (Li 80) says 
"die schwersten oder grossten Irbsen-individuen
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relati'' Lg Wass r "be i ier- Quel lung aorbirten, c 
ala leiohtere Oder kleinere*M He does not h o w e v e r  
offer an explanation.
The locus of commencement of hydration of the seed 
h as a c,o n aider able influence on the 'time factor in 
’■a .’ uhi" It is of importance in that the nearer 
the locus is to the micropyle the quicker does the 
micropyle open, and the sooner the latter opens after I 
hydr^t 1 on co'v-enocs the shorter will* he the tij taken 
for the seed to hydrate comp'’ tely . Thoi gl very 
little is known regarding the pheno on of lo ali ' 
hoorrtio'--, it., ivp^rwace as a factor effecting the 
mechanism o^ watei ta] of tl ed is undoubted.
seed may remain in water foi a long as a 
before showing any increase in weight* Once it begins 
to hydrate however it will do so completely in 
greater or lesser time depending upon where the locus 
of co it of hydration was, hut .. y case
time taken to complete hyc ation will be infinitely 
shorter than the time taken to the commencement of 
hydration. It is quite clear therefore that the 
2 k( >riod 1 a very y ofound influence on 
the 1ength of time the seed is actually
The period appears to be completely absent from 
the hydration hi3to g of i seed if th noisture 
content of the se 1 is above 20% ' ' the less the
moistur onte 1 below this figure the greater become 
the interval between commencement of aoaklng and 
ly Ir 11 ion til a ri t a 1 po int ' r . _ : 1 w!
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the 'hy r t on c uses t. ■ ■ i o t o  ho ’te
T l  t : ent of tl : o 3 ' att ibutable to the
’o: ■ t: or of 2racks ' n t ed coat as the r ■ ■ t of 
J'i*gsse at up in the colloid. ! • k - ~ „ *.*
it i inter ting to note tl t Maraly (1932J softens 
n1 - 11 1 ■ t clovsr t *0 time
C " ' to thi wo rI" ‘ ■ f
1 a " - ■ 1 ’ - 30XI ■ £ ■-   Lon 0f tLi9
a . . . LO16 tO lit Vt t '
p e 11 ?al ; 2 ® . i ' 5 " 1 ■ r (1925}   2nd p lying
dry heat for the reduction of the percent •— ■ of
2d r con rc i a3 imp] ' ,‘1"'..3: c... 3
So 1 *' 53 (1929 3 9s cri b sx ; ts bowing t3 ..t
the • tory of colloid "... a co 3 ider; bl 2
influe ¡e on it dr tion He n ide up ■ tine
olutions of 10 15; 2© 25 and 35$ 3one nti tion,
and after setting equal quantities of each in petri
ii she oft! e H a m  2 *.. 1 3 ■",i t ou t iup] ic te
rect ;3 ■ 13 of the " ion from ~ o’" 0^
the 3 illow 3 thei :o iry in current of t urr
to a moi t on te t w! : " 3 : 1 not exc eed 2 5$
ther follow jd tl e rate ~ w  te i bibi tion of 
g 0f the dried sections, by weighing the discs at 
interval fte® oving urface moisture with
 tru1 HI ter :-ner iortne hows that thou gh
11 tb0 a: 3 b e g ; hj ir tr on wi tl p ximately 35
oi -. , ti ctior which h d crigin t 6. fi ~v"
. -1 owe ----- tration imbibed le t qt r , p
of iry jelatii 3 in tl . ii sc which orl Hi 1 3 i
ll6.
f o t "solution" of ] : g] 31 3 on c t rat ion : nTo ibe 3 
most water per gran' of dried gelatine. Gortner 
describes other experiments showing that a disc of 
“dat ri as — sol behaves quite differently in
Hydration from a disc of initially the same concen­
tration which is dried as a gel. to the same moisture 
ontent at temperature below the gelatins point.
It is clear from these experiments that the previous 
treatment of a colloid system has a profound effect on 
their behaviour during hydration. The experiments 
described in Chapter IV show that although the seed 
a complex o * a nur.be r of colloid s, stems, the
evlou istory of th id i  important p
let* ining influence on its hydratio It is shown 
Iso tJ at hj t is of the seed colloids influence 
son Lderably the vitality of th is a 1 pla ts
r0iuced 1 : tlj B*ox (1 9 3 4 ) ' as ir v t iga t 3 th
question of storage conditions of the seed as 
ffectin • the vitality of the plant produced in 
reater detail than has been possible in toils 
omprehensive survey. Using the a of 3 Lo\
lent corn arid brittle wax bean, she found that 
torage at high temperature produces fluctuations in 
the-vitality of the seed. SI at tes "Thes 
'lu; tuat ' 0 ir ri tal : tj ar p ' a t . sociated wi t:
the hair!.;:.: of the proto I is and further 
denaturing and dehydrating appears to take place in 
eve m l  s t e p s T 1 : n t r - - of thi work lies i
faCt that similar treatment on different seeds
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0 ' -  J" - t ans in hydration efficiency and
vi tali tj of tl i } _ d wl tev i tl )] = at: on
it is cle tr that the prehistory of the seed has a 
considerable influence or the ubE ju - t be! • f 
of the seed and the plant produced by that seed.
While no work has previously been carried out on 
the question of the relationship of prehistory to 
seed hydration, a considerable literature has grown 
h .h o r seed characters and feati .
of the plant produced. It is here tentatively 
sugg ted that slo' g rminating seed produces a 
low gpo plant, and this conclusion is generally 
to b) most of the workers who will -shortly -be 
ntioi But tl < tecl lique adopted by these
investigator^; n o a o f  h v Y ; ?~:r_ , ;
entirely different to that employed in the experiments 
n- •; - - ■ •'!- n., Bucl i ;er (1927) 4 who first des- 
crib the technique, supported seeds between two 
las rods in a flat dish and place 3 2 tough her 
or other solution in the dish so that the bottom 
of the glass rods ere moistened. He claims that 
this technique is superior to the filter paper and .
1 ir ohat it shortens the
germination test. With the same apparatus he 
measu tl " uctio -force" of a seed by placing in 
the bottom of a series of dishes a range of sugar 
solutions of varying concentration. 1 seed wl ich 
'rates in a solution of high concentration is 
■ to ' ive a high suction pressure and vice versa.
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Using this technique he shows (1928) and (1930) that a 
high suction force in the seed is correlated with 
ligh crop yields while low suction force in the seed 
is correlated with low crop yields. Hakefost (1930) 
j orking with sugar beet and Konopa (1930) working
' ■ -h ■ to t _ eonelu Lori ?op (1930) 
describes X ] iri lents carried out with Buchinger’s 
technique to show that a high suction force of seeds 
is associated ri. th e_,rly maturi ty of the crop prod­
uced, while Sandu-Ville (1930) showed that the ame 
3 true for many Leguminosae. The same technique 
was used by Parnmer (1928) for determining the suction 
force of a large number of grasses and clovers. He 
found that cultivated.apecies of these plants 
produced seeds with higher suction force maxima than 
uncultivated species. Later however Paromer (1930) 
employed a modified Buchinger technique so as to 
enable him to compare the plants of the same age 
produced by seeds characterised by two extremes of 
suction-force. He 3ho t at plants from seeds with 
a high suction force gave higher yields than plants 
produced by seeds of low suction force, Eibl (1926a] 
germinated seeds of various plants in sand saturated 
with different cane sugar solutions. He showed 
(I926B) that a high .suction force in wheat and rye wan 
ociated ’ J-"" a short period of growth, and later 
(1927) concluded that indigenous red clover and 
lucerne produced seeds with a higher suction force 
than seeds of non-indigenaus plants. The technique
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cril 1 by Buchinger and employed with alight 
modifications by the Investigators cited assumes that 
no change is taking place in the sugar solutions 
which bathe the seeds. It is submitted that the 
assumption is invalid, and that changes do take place 
in the sugar solutions as a result of the development 
of micro-organisms. Further the coverings of seeds 
semipermeable and if the seed absorbs water from 
a sugar solution the osmotic concentration of the 
latter must become increasingly great. Chippindale 
(1931) recognised that micro-organisms did develop 
in the sugar solutions and endeavoured to keep the 
jolution 31< LI by adding Podium bicarbonate and 
formalin, but found that both these substances had a 
detrimental effect on germination.
The statement earlier made that germination is not
a simple process is amply confi by the facts dra .
attention to in this thesis. The process as a whole 
is affected by the history of the seed which throws 
its own peculiarities forward into subsequent stages 
of the development of the organism. The work here 
reported makes it quite clean that further investigat­
ion must p r o c e -1 1 y - - alysis step „ & ■
the process on individual seeus» Tne developmental
history of each of the latter must be known, and this 
history must regard not only gross environmental 
factors but ..Iso such factors as the position of the 
’see 1 on th ; pi a t, ît c. Th - pti 0 o f  Hui : fo
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late rial” must ow be regarded as a myth in. so far 
as the significant reactions of seeds in germination 
are concerned. Further mere acceptance of the 
appearance and enumeration of plantlets as a 
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